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AIN’T NOBODY BE LEARNIN’ NOTHIN’
T HE F RAUD AND T HE FIX FOR H IGH-POVERTY
S CHOOLS
Caleb Rossiter

ABE LINCOLN’S SECRET WAR AGAINST THE NORTH
John Chodes
212 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-111-1 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-112-8 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-113-5 $22.95

Abraham Lincoln, an American icon, was feared
and hated during his presidency as a brutal dictator. His severe attacks on New York, Maryland,
Indiana and Missouri show that he was turning the
United States into a permanently militarized nation.
In these thoroughly documented pages John
Chodes exposes a shocking and criminal campaign against the people of New York, Maryland,
Indiana and Missouri during the Civil War, events
most of us have never heard of.
Lincoln was reviled to a surprising degree by the
rank and file of his own Republican Party. He won
the war, and so he is remembered as “Honest Abe”
and the “Great Emancipator.” But through this
investigation of three Northern states that opposed
Abraham Lincoln’s policies, and even one state
that had fervently supported him, the true picture
becomes more clear.
The extensive bibliography includes memoirs,
news articles, government correspondence and
official documents dug from the depths of state
archives. Why was the Civil War fought? It's time to
think again.

264 pages.

Rossiter recounts his experiences as a math
teacher of African-American 9th and 10th graders in the poorest wards of the nation's capital.
He describes the obstacles facing teachers who
are held accountable for the performance of students whose skills are years below grade level.
Rossiter, also a professor of statistics at
American University, explains how the No Child
Left Behind law allows school districts to use socalled “data-driven” measures of teacher and
S: 978-1-62894-102-9 $22.95
even "school" effectiveness that ignore learning
H: 978-1-62894-103-6 $32.95
deficiencies and behavior patterns that began
eBook: 978-1-62894-104-3 $22.95 before a child's first day in school. These measures violate basic norms of statistical analysis,
AVAILABLE May 10
yet are used to make comparisons and draw
policy-level conclusions.
He offers reasonable solutions that would free
those children who are ready to learn from the
disruption of poorly socialized peers, who can be
better served in alternative settings.

TWO THOUSAND YEARS OF ECONOMIC
STATISTICS,
YEARS 1–2012 : POPULATION, GDP AT PPP,
AND GDP PER CAPITA
Alexander V. Avakov

EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND FROZE TO DEATH:
T HE IMPACT OF A MERICA' S F IRST CLIMATE CRISIS
John V H Dippel
224 pages.

Almost 200 years ago the Northeast endured a
dramatic, devastating series of cold spells,
destroying crops, forcing thousand to migrate
west, and causing many to wonder if their
assumptions about a world governed by a beneficial Providence were valid. The so-called "year
without a summer" also exposed weaknesses in
political and theological authorities, spurring a
trend toward scientific inquiry and greater democracy. An endangered New England agriculture
gave impetus to that region's manufacturing sector. The alarming threat to existence in that part of
the country (as well as most of Western Europe)
thus helped usher in the modern era. This book
is written with the parallels between 1816 and our
current "climate change" in mind: it introduces
informed non-specialists to the myriad of social,
psychological, political, demographic, and economic consequences which can be brought about
by abrupt climate change.

S: 978-1-62894-117-3 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-118-0 $32.95
eBook:978-1-62894-119-7 $22.95

VOL. 1 : COUNTRIES BY RANK
572 pages.
S: 978-1-62894-099-2 $39.95
H: 978-1-62894-100-5 $49.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-101-2 $30.00
VOL. 2 : ALPHABETICALLY
BY COUNTRY
438 pages.
S: 978-1-62894-135-7 $34.95
H: 978-1-62894-136-4 $44.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-137-1 $30.00

Who's winning and who's losing? This
biennial work provides hard data for all who
ponder the shifting sands of power, whether
economic, military or demographic, and
seek keys to decipher the media news.
Going far beyond the major powers and
the BRIC countries, this economic statistical
work presents tables of historical data generally not available elsewhere, and in ways that help
make it possible to draw useful comparisons. In
Volume 1, the data tables are arranged by country
rank, or size. In Volume 2, the countries are listed
alphabetically.
Volume 1 lists (1) Population by rank, (2) GDP Per
Capita by rank, (3) GDP by rank, (4) Growth Rates of
Population by rank, (5) Growth Rates of GDP Per
Capita by rank, (6) Growth Rates of GDP by rank.
Volume 2 (sold separately) covers: (1) Population/
Growth Rates of Population by country, (2) GDP Per
Capita/Growth Rates of GDP Per Capita by country,
and (3) GDP/Growth Rates of GDP by country.

QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, AND
NUCLEAR WEAPONS (2015):
A STATISTICAL Y EARBOOK FOR STATESMEN AND
C ITIZENS Alexander V. Avakov

SLOUCHING TOWARD TYRANNY: MASS
INCARCERATION , DEATH SENTENCES AND RACISM
Joseph B. Ingle
262 pages

S: 978-1-62894-120-3 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-121-0 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-122-7 $22.95

As a pastor to Death Row inmates across the
South and as a powerful advocate to prison
wardens, lawyers, judges, and legislators,
Joseph Ingle has come to some shocking conclusions about the United States, champion of
human rights throughout the world. He began to
recognize another aspect to US history: systematic oppression imposed by the very people who
founded the country.
The book is part personal experience and part
an exploration of our country's history of physical, political and judicial destruction of Native
Americans, Blacks and other minorities.

212 pages

S: 978-1-62894-126-5 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-127-2 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-128-9 $22.95

How many missiles does China, or Israel, have?
Whose life expectancy is going up - or down? This
statistical yearbook establishes the pecking order
for countries, with tables of economic, demographic and military indicators and estimates of all
nuclear arsenals including rarely published data
on nonsignatory nations. The author also explains
what statistics in the developed world show in
relation to the "efficiency" of private health insurance vs. a public option and whether it is true that
"taxation stifles the economy."
AVAILABLE May 20
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ON LIFE:
P HILOSOPHICAL D IALOGUES
Nicholas J. Pappas

S: 978-1-62894-132-6 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-133-3 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-134-0 $19.95

226 pages

Four friends pursue, in short dialogues, the
truth about such topics as love, happiness, madness, belief, and pleasure. The characters
engage in serious inquiry, but in a lighter way, a
way that allows them to hunt truths concerning
life — without burning out.
This is useful philosophy: discussions of ethical
questions and puzzles of life, without special
terminology or complicated thought experiments.
Each character in the book brings a distinct view,
enhancing the overall picture of the various
themes. The book can be read through at once
or savored briefly, again and again.

S: 978-1-62894-123-4 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-124-1 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-125-8 $22.95

S: 978-1-62894-105-0 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-106-7 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-107-4 $22.95

S: 978-1-62894-114-2 $21.95
H: 978-1-62894-115-9 $31.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-116-6 $21.95

214 pages

What will everyone think once they find out that you're
an atheist? How will you find happiness now that you
no longer believe?
This handbook helps the newly-deconverted shed the
emotional baggage, defend your position in debates,
and become awesome! This book is designed for atheists, especially those who have recently woken up to
find their faith is gone.
The author explores questions like, Where do atheists
get their morals from? How do you "let go" of the emotional scars of religion? How do you talk to believers
and address the most common arguments that believers might raise? Most important, how do you find
meaning in life?

S: 978-1-62894-108-1 $21.95
H: 978-1-62894-109-8 $31.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-110-4 $21.95

TWENTY-ONE LANDMARK EUROPEAN FILMS
1939-1999
Bert Cardullo
276 pages, 59 illustrations.

MOTION PICTURE BIOGRAPHIES:
T HE HOLLYWOOD SPIN ON HISTORICAL FIGURES
John Cones
202 pages.
Hollywood movies are famous for promoting
negative stereotypes of all kinds, especially
against minorities, women, Southerners, and
Christians. To what extent are biographical films
selected for production according to certain
biases, conscious or unconscious, among the
Hollywood elite? An expert on the U.S. film
industry gives readers brief synopses of
Hollywood biopics produced and/ or released
from 1912 through 1994. This survey provides
the basis for discussion and analysis.

184 pages

It doesn’t take a degree in philosophy to be moved by
the great dialectical thinkers. Dialectical thought is
understandable and relevant to many kinds of persons
- you may even be a dialectician!
This book shows how a similar formal pattern recurs in
many “dialectical” philosophies. The dialectics considered originated in different regions and periods but the
thinking is essentially the same. Dialectical thought is
always oppositional and self-relational.
Hanhijärvi (PhD from Humboldt University, Berlin) previously published the book Socrates’ Criteria and has
written on Plato as well.

SO YOU'RE AN ATHEIST - NOW WHAT?
Yuriy Nikshych

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION:
THE SEARCH FOR A R ATIONAL A PPROACH
Guido O. Perez
184 pages.
Most people look to faith and reason for an
explanation of “everything that is,” but neither the
scientific nor the religious system can actually
provide all the answers to life's questions.
Dr. Perez gives a solid grounding in biology and
physics, the theoretical basis for evolution, and
the scientific approach to knowledge, then discusses the basics of theism and today's largest
religions. He then explores a possible place to
stand in, both morally and intellectually grounded,
a rational belief system grounded in natural science and humanism, where morality comes naturally - not because we fear divine punishment
but because we understand what is good for
humanity.

DIALECTICAL THINKING:
Z ENO, S OCRATES, K ANT , MARX
Tommi Juhani Hanhijärvi

S: 978-1-62894-129-6 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-130-2 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-131-9 $32.95

The essays in this insightful film-analysis text cover 21
of the best European films made between the coming of
World War II and the end of the 20th century, showing
what makes each of them outstanding. The writing is
clear and readable — sophisticated and meaty yet not
overly technical. This book contains a valuable critical
apparatus: notes, bibliographies, movie credits, filmographies, and topics for writing and discussion.
Cardullo (Yale PhD) taught for many years at the
University of Michigan, Colgate and NYU. His essays
and reviews have appeared in the Yale Review,
Cambridge Quarterly, Film Quarterly, Cinema Journal
and elsewhere.

"NEW CLASSICS" - Re-Printed - from Algora's AGATHON PRESS imprint

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO PIAGET
'THE GROWTH OF UNDERSTANDING IN THE YOUNG CHILD,'
AND 'NEW LIGHT ON CHILDREN’S IDEAS OF NUMBER'
Nathan Isaacs
118 pages
Foreword by Evelyn Lawrence
Piaget’s books can be difficult to read, but
Isaacs guides us immediately to what is important, and why, in his explorations of children’s
intellectual growth. Piaget’s interest lies chiefly in
the building-up of the basic framework of thought,
which later the child, and we, mostly take for
granted; that is what makes this picture so illuminating. Piaget shows that the period from 4–5
years to 7–8 years is especially important. The
essays presented here offer a thumbnail sketch
of the whole story, as Piaget presents it.
(First published 1976.)

ADVENTURES WITH CHILDREN
In the Early School Years
Elsa Barnouw, Arthur Swan

S: 978-0-87586-029-9 $14.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-656-7 $14.95

256 pages.

This book gives parents and educators a lively and
accurate picture of what good nursery and kindergarten
experiences might provide. Children two years old to six
are at a crucial learning phase already. With its focus on
the needs of young children, the book has been chosen
by Directors of many Head Start and full-day programs
and as a guide for private day-care centers.
Very different learning experiences are appropriate for
children aged two, four or six. Many experienced teachers have contributed observations about how children
learn from active, first-hand sensory experiences, to
help teachers in training explore attitudes and activities
that contribute toward the child’s healthy development.
(First published 1986.)

S: 978-087586-070-1 $21.00
eBook: 978-0-87586-999-5 $21.00
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S: 978-1-62894-072-5 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-073-2 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-074-9 $22.95

TEN STATES, FIVE DYNASTIES, ONE GREAT
EMPEROR: H OW EMPEROR TAIZU UNIFIED CHINA
IN THE S ONG D YNASTY
Hung Hing Ming

RUSH:
LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
Robert Freedman

220 pages.

Rush is often referred to as a libertarian rock
band, but really, what the band is channeling is
an Aristotelian individualism, a philosophy that
strongly resonates with today's 40-somethings.
This helps explain the band's resurgence in popularity, culminating in its 2013 induction into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
Freedman brings together the excitement of the
band's progressive music, performed by three
musicians whose mastery of their instruments
has won them the admiration of their peers, and
the surprising philosophical sophistication of their
music's lyrics. The book is a systematic look at
the Aristotelian philosophy embedded in RUSH's
lyrics over its 40-year recording career.
The topic is academic, but the writing is sharp,
down-to-earth, and leavened with a dry wit.
As a cultural phenomenon, Rush is worthy of
serious study, and although other books have
looked at the philosophical character of their
music, this is the first time the music over the
band's entire 40-year career is shown to fall
under a single, unified theory: Aristotelian individualism.

Drawn from Chinese classics of history, Hung
Hing Ming's biographies introduce China's most
emblematic historical figures and the cultural
attributes fostered by China's ancient chronicles.
One of the greatest emperors in Chinese history,
Zhao Kuang Yin, founded the Song Dynasty
(960–1279). He is honored for having unified
China in the extremely chaotic period of 'Five
Dynasties and Ten States'.
This enjoyable little book introduces more of
China's heroes and villains, highlighting a modest man who became a great emperor.
Interwoven into the narrative of battles fought
and alliances forged or flouted, we find examples of good leadership and bad, hot-headed
fighters and disciplined warriors, and lessons on
how to assess — and win — people's loyalty.

178 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-084-8 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-085-5 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-086-2 $29.95

JFK: ASSASSINATION REHEARSAL
Nick M. Nero
192 pages.

Half a century after John F. Kennedy's assassination, his death remains among the most
controversial events in American history. But it is
not an isolated event. And it was carefully
planned, and even rehearsed. A confidential
story imparted by a cousin draws together disparate threads and weaves a coherent explanation. According to Frank Sturgis's family, the Bay
of Pigs connects the roles of Frank Sturgis, E.
Howard Hunt, the CIA (namely Allen Dulles,
Richard Bissell, Tracy Barnes, and General
Cabell), George Herbert Walker Bush, Richard
M. Nixon, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Mafia,
and the FBI.
Proprietary information from a death-bed confession of a World War II war hero includes
startling new revelations about a rehearsal for
the assassination of JFK, attended by Lee
Harvey Oswald, Frank Sturgis, and JFK's own
limo driver - weeks before 11/22/63, at a Mafiacontrolled location; how Mary Jo Kopechne died
at Chappaquiddick; and the real reason for
Watergate. The details are told for the first time
in print in a heavily-sourced scholarly yet easily
readable manner.

THE LAST TABOO: SAYING NO TO MOTHERHOOD
Rosemary Agonito
164 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-081-7 $21.95
H: 978-1-62894-082-4 $31.95
eBook:978-1-62894-083-1 $21.95

The Last Taboo makes the case against having
babies despite fierce, centuries old pressure on
women to legitimate themselves through motherhood. Motherhood is the most important issue
for a woman since it impacts everything in her
life and exerts incredible pressure. This alternative, saying no to babies, will be welcome to
women who are considering having babies, who
are not sure about children, who don't want to
have children but feel they must, who resent
pressure to become pregnant, and who feel
stigmatized for not having had children.
Feminists, environmentalists, progressives will
also benefit, as will academic programs in
women's studies and family.

THE CRISIS OF BRITAIN'S SURVEILLANCE STATE:
LAW ENFORCEMENT, SURVEILLANCE AND INTELLIGENCE
WAR IN CYBERSPACE
Musa Khan Jalalzai

MORAL DILEMMAS, IDENTITY, AND OUR MORAL
CONDITION
A GUIDE FOR THE ETHICALLY PERPLEXED
Michael Shaw Perry

244 pages

246 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-090-9 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-091-6 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-092-3 $32.95

For readers engaged in intellectual struggle, ethical thinking, and trying to figure out how to live a
purposeful, fulfilling life, here is a critical and accessible approach to ethics. Moral dilemmas challenge
us to think through sticky situations and lead us to
look for moral grounding.
Following Cicero and other ancient philosophers,
the author views ethics in terms of the question of
who and what sort of person one ought to be, without relying on religion or any other prescriptions.

S: 978-1-62894-087-9 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-088-6 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-089-3 $19.95

S: 978-1-62894-078-7 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-079-4 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-080-0 $22.95

Great Britain is in a great crisis, one that gets
worse with every attempt to patch things up.
The global spread of technology and international links enables a rapid rise in the traffic of
dangerous ideas, dangerous materials and
dangerous people.
Citizens understand that their own privacy has
been discarded in the name of international
security. Cyberspace has become the decisive
arena of modern information warfare. Meanwhile
the British welfare state faces threats from
many quarters.
Musa Khan Jalalzai, a renowned international
journalist, shows that real leadership and real
solutions are urgently needed.
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CONCEIVING EVIL: A PHENOMENOLOGY OF
PERPETRATION
Wendy C. Hamblet

TAPESTRY
THE HISTORY AND CONSEQUENCES OF AMERICA'S
COMPLEX CULTURE
Jerry Carrier

184 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-093-0 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-094-7 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-095-4 $19.95

This book argues that the epistemological framework that permits us to see others as 'evil' also
resituates our own moral compass and reframes
our moral world such that we can justify performing
violent deeds, which we would readily demonize in
others, as the heroics of eradicating evil.
When conflict is understood positively as the
confrontation of differences, an unavoidable and
indeed desirable consequence of the rich tapestry
of earthly life, then a discussion can open as to
how to navigate the countless confrontations of
difference in the most skillful way. Through this
lens, violence comes into view as the least skillful
means of responding to, and working with, difference, since violence tends to 'rebound' and
leaves both victims and perpetrators worse off—
shameful and vengeful.
Philosopher Wendy C. Hamblet argues that the
radically polarized and oversimplified worldview
that sorts the phenomena of the world into 'good
guys' and 'evil others' is a framework as old as
human community itself, and one that undermines
people's own moral infrastructure, permitting them
to take up the very acts that they would readily
demonize as 'evil' in others. One's own violent
responses to the human condition come to be
reframed from unskillful and undesirable actions
to valiant heroic reactions. In short, those who see
'evil' in others are far more likely to do 'evil,' resorting to the least skillful means for navigating difference—violence.

IN SEARCH OF HARMONY IN A
DISHARMONIOUS WORLD
LEADERSHIP MANUAL FOR CHANGE AGENTS AND
DREAMERS
Velimir Srića
216 pages
Each one of us is, in a sense, a leader in this world,
and the author encourages us to adopt a model of
harmony-based leadership. In easily-digested 'lessons' Prof. Srića gives 52 examples explaining in
detail how each of us can develop internal harmony,
and how to build and develop harmonious teams and
organizations.
Linking today's global chaos to the lack of leadership in politics and business, he explains why the
current paradigm is exhausted. The first pages are
valuable in their own right, as they present an ice-bath
of cold facts that will wake up anyone who doubts that
change is urgently needed.
The author offers a new, harmonious leadership
model for managers in government, politics, and both
profit-based and non-profit organizations, but also for
common people who want to lead a better life. By
integrating knowledge, skills and values of harmonious leadership, the model provides a fresh look at the
leadership challenge, encouraging people to grow
themselves and everybody with whom they connect
through behaviors which radiate positivism and create harmony.

268 pages

S: 978-1-62894-048-0 $21.95
H: 978-1-62894-049-7 $31.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-050-3 $21.95

American culture is a rich and complex tapestry
of colorful threads from at least five continents,
and in recent decades increased immigration
has meant that the pace of change is accelerating. It’s time for us to get to know ourselves and
really appreciate this intricately woven culture.
This book explores the contributions of
Hispanic, Black, Native American, Oriental,
Jewish and other cultures to a nation where
many people still focus on the influences of
Christian, capitalist, and ethnically European
(particularly British) heritage.
Written for a general audience, Tapestry
explores the myths of American culture and
reveals surprising cultural roots including the fact
that American democracy and representative
government were inspired more by Native
American ways than by the ancient Greeks and
Romans.
Capitalism has become an unchallenged idea,
a cultural universal, and so dogmatic that coupled with Christianity it has become America’s
dominant religion. However, capitalism was created for the bygone industrial era. Now the system is showing decay. Unfortunately, America is
an ethnocentric country whose jingoistic belief in
its own exceptionalism may prevent needed
change. American culture has been both inclusive and intolerant. Now it stands at a crossroad
and must decide what road to take. Are we to
enter a renaissance or a dark age?

TWO REPUBLICS IN CHINA:HOW IMPERIAL CHINA
BECAME THE PRC
X. L. Woo
218 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-090-9 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-091-6 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-092-3 $22.95

To understand the context of today's international face-off in the South China Sea, readers
will appreciate Woo's quick briefing on the
extremely bloody Japanese invasion and subsequent repression (1937 to 1941) that left a deep
imprint on China's worldview.
Since the last decades of the Empire, the
Chinese people suffered one seismic event after
another as competing political factions fought
from one end of the country to the other. Chiang
Kai-shek brought a semblance of order by
founding the Republic of China in 1928; but the
Communist Party was growing, and then came
Japan.
After World War II, the Communists drove
Chiang Kai-shek and his Nationalist Party out in
1949. They retreated to Taiwan, taking with them
the designation 'Republic of China'. Woo
describes the social and economic devastation
on the mainland during the establishment of the
People's Republic of China, the repression of
capitalists - business owners and property owners in particular - and the destruction of the
educated classes.
Today, China is moving toward the top position
among world powers, a position it enjoyed for
centuries prior to Britain's Industrial Revolution.
But this has been one long march, indeed.

S: 978-1-62894-096-1 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-097-8 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-098-5 $19.95
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WHOSE ARMY? AFGHANISTAN’S FUTURE AND THE
BLUEPRINT FOR CIVIL WAR
Musa Khan Jalalzai

QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, AND
NUCLEAR WEAPONS (2014):
A STATISTICAL YEARBOOK FOR S TATESMEN AND
C ITIZENS
Alexander V. Avakov
210 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-012-1 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-013-8 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-014-5 $19.95

How many missiles does China, or Israel,
have? Whose life expectancy is going up - or
down? This statistical yearbook establishes the
pecking order for countries, with tables of economic, demographic and military indicators and
estimates of all nuclear arsenals including rarely
published data on nonsignatory nations. The
author also explains what statistics in the developed world show in relation to the "efficiency" of
private health insurance versus a public option
and whether it is true that "taxation stifles the
economy."

214 pages

S: 978-1-62894-054-1 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-055-8 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-056-5 $22.95

Having broken the system that was in place,
the US and NATO are now withdrawing from
Afghanistan and leaving the people to face
Taliban elements, warlords, and criminal gangs
which disrupt any efforts to pull the nation
together. The author, a prominent and wellconnected journalist, focuses on the Afghan
National Army's inability to ensure security,
Taliban infiltration, intelligence failures, the
"intelligence war" among various nations and
alliances (NATO, US, UK, ISAF), green on blue
attacks, and the rise of private militias headed
by war criminals.

A GUIDE TO THE PHANTOM DARK AGE
Emmet Scott

BEOWULF - A PAGAN HERO:
A MODERN POETIC TRANSLATION

180 pages.

Julie Boyden
192 pages.

This new Beowulf takes the poem back to its
pre-Christian roots, revealing a warrior-society
that valued duty, honor, bravery, and swift vengeance. Removing Christian insertions shows
us what is expected of heroes, of men who do
not shrink before the hard decisions of life or
death, and a society that valued fame above all
other rewards. Remaining true to the Anglo
Saxon language without hewing too closely to
the rhythm of the ancient poetry shows us the
power and beauty of that language that has
been called 'more masonry than poetry', a burly
language full of swift and beautiful metaphors
and descriptions of ordinary life made ethereal.
Ms. Boyden studied some 50 versions of
Beowulf for accuracy of meaning, tone and temperament. She explains how Old English-Anglo
Saxon names are read; and the "Principal
Characters" are introduced so that we can trace
their relationships of trust and obligation, and the
power of their personalities. The "Introduction"
provides a quick look at Anglo Saxon society, the
people's values, beliefs, customs and activities,
placing Beowulf in a cultural context to round out
the reading experience.

S: 978-1-62894-069-5 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-070-1 $29.95
eBook:978-1-62894-071-8 $19.95

Scott confronts conventional historians and
looks at the evidence, archaeological and textual, for the proposition that three centuries,
roughly between 615 and 915, never existed
and are "phantom" years. In fact, NO archaeology exists for these three centuries, as the
author shows in detail. The material remains of
the seventh century closely resemble those of
the tenth, and lie directly beneath them. This is
the first book on this topic in English, though
Heribert Illig's books on the same topic, 'Das
erfundene Mittelalter' and 'Wer hat an der Uhr
Gedreht?' have been bestsellers in Germanspeaking regions of Europe.

S: 978-1-62894-039-8 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-040-4 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-041-1 $19.95

MACHIAVELLI IN AMERICA:
Thomas Block
216 pages.

FAMOUS -- BUT NO CHILDREN
J. O. Raber
200 pages.

Do you have a right NOT to have children? Do we
have a right NOT to be born? Choosing to remain
'child-free' or 'childless' is something that can spark
strong emotional reactions. The 700 names in this
book, and the viewpoints discussed, challenge us
to actually give the question deep thought.
The book will interest those considering becoming
parents, environmentalists, feminists, the religious
right, and the child-free community.
The Internet is full of lists of people who are said
to have not having had children; here, the author
has added details to aid in verification. Also, while
S: 978-1-62894-042-8 $21.95
most such lists focus on contemporary celebrities,
H: 978-1-62894-043-5 $31.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-044-2 $21.95 this author presents a painstakingly compiled original list that contains mostly historic individuals,
illustrating how many of our cultural and scientific
landmarks are the gifts childless people have
bequeathed to humanity.

American politics show the influence of this
cynical thinker from the Founders through today's
rough-and-tumble politics.
Machiavelli's ideas, re-interpreted as 'real-politik,' teach that people are so mean, small and
selfish that they must be forced to follow the
prince's dictates. He proposed that the 'ends
justify the means,' and that all manner of fraud,
violence and corruption must be utilized in attaining and retaining power. Incidentally, he maintained that the most powerful form of fraud was
the appearance of religiosity and said that the
successful prince must hold no art higher than
S: 978-1-62894-066-4 $22.95
that of war.
H: 978-1-62894-067-1 $32.95
The author is a patriot pained by our nation’s
eBook: 978-1-62894-068-8 $22.95 falling short of the noble aims for which we strive.
In this disturbing, erudite and highly readable
book, America is shown utilizing all of the postmodern methods of information distribution and
"legal" fraud and corruption. Think of Lee Atwater,
Karl Rove, George W. Bush, recent Supreme
Court rulings, and the Super PACs with their
massive campaign donations, and the intermingling of the language of religion and war,
The book concludes with a specific, implementable program that will begin to devolve the
power of American democracy back to the people.
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ON FREEDOM: A PHILOSOPHICAL DIALOGUE
Nicholas J. Pappas
216 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-057-2 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-058-9 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-059-6 $19.95

The notion of 'freedom' is essential to America's
view of itself as a democratic and individualbased society. In this philosophical dialogue,
characters assess the many facets, implications
and apparent contradictions inherent in this
deceptively complex idea.
Seventy-nine short segments provide food for
thought even in stolen moments of reading pleasure. Readers with no philosophical training can
enjoy this book, while readers with a philosophy
background can enjoy the way it treats an old,
familiar theme with a lighter touch. Families will
value On Freedom for enabling younger readers,
too, to explore philosophic ideas of general interest and importance.
The book sparkles with intellectually stimulating
views. Drawing on the tradition of the Platonic
dialogue, the author explores what freedom is
and what it means through the discussions of two
characters (Director and Friend). Topics include
Slavery, Responsibility, Anarchy, Wealth, Love,
Courage, Authority, Inhibition, Happiness,
Discipline, Vigilance. The characters arrive at no
simple or absolute definition of freedom. But that
doesn’t mean they don’t finish with a better idea
of what freedom is than when they started.

THE FALL OF AN AMERICAN ROME:
DEINDUSTRIALIZATION OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
Quentin R. Skrabec Jr.
216 pages

S: 978-1-62894-060-2 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-061-9 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-062-6 $22.95

This is the story of the de-industrialization of
America, written by a Business professor with a
background in steel company management who
grew up in the city of Pittsburgh and loved its
manufacturing environment. The book is based
on the facts and avoids any partisan political
viewpoint — which is not as difficult as it may
seem, since both U.S. political parties support
free trade economics.
The story does not single out the union, the
workers, management, politicians, or American
voters and consumers, since there is plenty of
blame to share. Even the economic policy of the
country since 1945, which clearly must carry a
large portion of the blame, was accepted for all
the right reasons. Free trade was to promote
world peace and democracy. No one foresaw
the ancillary effects of the 1970s on the United
States. Yet this approach has brought destruction upon our workers and our managers, our
cities and he country as a whole.

MAXIMS OF EQUITY: A JURIDICAL CRITIQUE
OF THE ETHICS OF CHANCERY LAW
Michael Levenstein
160 pages.

This monograph on British Equity Law (that
branch which deals with wills, probate, trust funds
and land law) discusses the philosophical underpinnings of the 'Maxims of Equity' - twenty or so
guiding principles which attempt to ameliorate the
rigor of the common law, and to discuss these
principles in light of both jurisprudential philosophy and actual case law.
Equity is a world unto itself. Originally conceived
and administered by the ancient Court of
Chancery in England, this arcane body of rules
and principles has matured into a distinct branch S: 978-1-62894-051-0 $19.95
of modern jurisprudence, influencing almost H: 978-1-62894-052-7 $29.95
every field of private law — from contract and tort eBook: 978-1-62894-053-4 $19.95
to company and real property. Specifically, equity
seeks to fashion practical justice by alleviating the
inflexibility of the common law when liable to
produce unfair outcomes in addition to providing
a more robust set of remedies, such as injunctions or specific performance, to aggrieved claimants.

AGAINST THE GRAIN:
SIX MEN WHO SHAPED AMERICA
Robert Underhill
178 pages.

Dynamic individuals, one man or one woman
at a time, frequently have played a role in slowing or hastening the forces that make history.
Prof. Underhill shows the personalities, strengths
and weaknesses of six men whose momentous
decisions helped shape society. High school and
college students may have heard of Ignatius
Donnelly, Theodore Roosevelt, Eugene Debs,
Robert LaFollette, George Norris and Henry
Agard Wallace; this informal history brings them
to life and shows how they split from their friends
and party affiliations to advocate ideas that
seemed wild at the time but which later became
accepted by mainstream America.

S: 978-1-62894-063-3 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-064-0 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-065-7 $22.95
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BLOOD RUNS COLD ON THE
BLACK SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN
Corinne F. Gerwe

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:
LETTERS TO HIS GENERALS, 1861–1865
Brett F. Woods
314 pages.

226 pages

The most comprehensive portrait of noteworthy
public figures can generally be seen in their
personal letters and journal entries. Lincoln’s
wartime correspondence is no exception, and
the letters he penned to his Civil War generals—
through one of the most critical episodes in
American history—are of singular importance.
This is the first time an editor has focused principally on his strategic and analytical comments
to his generals during the American Civil War.

This is not just a story of crime and redemption, but a life of violence forced upon a child
who tried desperately to live up to his father’s
horrifying expectations and abide by his maniacal rules. His journey from the black side of the
mountain through a wilderness of transforming
enlightenment is an exciting, intriguing, and
inspiring story of physical and psychological
survival. The book glows with a loving appreciation for the good that lies deep within some of
the most hardened hearts, just as the setting,
S: 978-1-62894-003-9 $19.95
deep in the Appalachian Mountains, is shown
bursting with images of spectacular beauty and
H: 978-1-62894-004-6 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-005-3 $19.95 the rich bounty of nature even while danger
may lurk at every turn.

S: 978-1-62894-000-8 $24.95
H: 978-1-62894-001-5 $34.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-002-2 $24.95

THE DIVINE DEFAULT:
WHY FAITH IS NOT THE ANSWER

BOOK OF FOOLS: AN INTELLIGENT PERSON’S
GUIDE TO FOPS, JACKASSES, MORONS, DOLTS,
DUNCES, HALFWITS AND BLOCKHEADS
Terry Reed

J. J. Dyken
212 pages.

218 pages.

Reed presents a provocatively, outrageously
assertive exposure of fools in their not infrequently bizarre manifestations, the object being
to leave no halfwits behind.
This is not to infer (or even hint) that either the
author or his readership is in any demonstrable
sense of the word foolish. After all, no fool would
write a book like this, and no fool would read it.
Precisely who does read it is a discretely personal decision we leave to those gifted with
more than ordinarily inquiring minds.
Indeed, those who elect to come along for the
ride are likely to find their minds piqued, tickled
and enriched by this tour de farce that illustrates
Ambrose Bierce’s definition of educational —
“that which discloses to the wise and disguises
from the fools their lack of understanding.”
Abundantly documented, endlessly subtle,
hopelessly eccentric and deadly funny, the book
blends history, sociology, literature, philosophy,
etymology and even theology.

S: 978-1-62894-033-6 $21.95
H: 978-1-62894-034-3 $31.95
eBook:978-1-62894-035-0 $21.95

The Divine Default explores our tendency to
attribute unexplained phenomena to God and why
we as a species continue to justify resorting to this
easy way out rather than confronting reality.
Armed with both historical and contemporary
evidence, JJ Dyken sets out to debunk many of
the most common religious assertions from the
power of prayer to the seemingly inseparable
bond between religion and morality. He makes a
persuasive case that the clash between faith and
reason is not just irrational, but potentially deadly
for mankind. He uses a mixture of common sense
and scrupulous logic to mount an attack on not
only religion itself but also upon the pseudoscientists who try to justify their religious assertions
with faulty science.

S: 978-1-62894-006-0 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-007-7 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-008-4 $19.95

REMEMBERING MARGARET THATCHER: COMMEMORATIONS, TRIBUTES AND ASSESSMENTS
John Blundell
238 pages.

THE MORGENTHAU PLAN: SOVIET INFLUENCE ON
AMERICAN POSTWAR POLICY
John Dietrich
190 pages.

The Morgenthau Plan, the Allies' immediate postwar policy, devastated what remained of Germany
after the war was officially over. Was this "economic idiocy" or intentional destruction of a surrendered country?
This book chronicles actions committed by the
United States, events that are even now denied by
academics and professional historians who live in a
free society. Dietrich documents the drafting and
implementation of the Morgenthau Plan, which was
designed to completely destroy the German econS: 978-1-62894-018-3 $22.95
omy, enslave millions of her citizens, and extermiH: 978-1-62894-019-0 $32.95
nate as many as 20 million people.
eBook: 978-1-62894-020-6 $22.95 Why was this policy pursued and who benefited
from it? Why was the Morgenthau Plan finally
rejected, swept under the carpet, and radically
reversed by the Marshall Plan?

S: 978-1-62894-015-2 $24.95
H: 978-1-62894-016-9 $34.95
eBook:978-1-62894-017-6 $24.95

Lady Thatcher's outstanding accomplishments,
the debates she sparked, and her inimitable character and style are captured in this collection of
Parliamentary tributes and international comments with a Foreword and Biographical Sketch
by long-time friend John Blundell and an Introduction by The Rt Hon David Davis MP.
The picture emerges of a highly intelligent, complex, disciplined and accomplished woman,
tough yet gracious, who achieved the majority of
her policy goals. Thatcher is credited with reviving Britain's economy by privatizing many of the
State-owned businesses, and much of the public
housing; with laying the foundations for mended
relations with Ireland; with forging friendly and
productive relations with world leaders from
Ronald Reagan to Mikhail Gorbachev; with helping to tear down the Iron Curtain; and ultimately
with renewing Britain's self-respect and global
prestige in the 1980s.
Women note that Thatcher led by example,
encouraging them to achieve more than they
ever thought they could. She evoked love and
loyalty from those who were with her. Even those
who deeply disagreed with her decisions appreciated Thatcher's thoughtful, painstaking approach,
and her grit, her patriotism and integrity.
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LET THERE BE LIGHT: PHYSICS, PHILOSOPHY
& THE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
Stephen J. Hage

SHAKESPEARE'S "THE TEMPEST":
A MODERN ENGLISH TRANSLATION
Morgan D. Rosenberg
136 pages.

286 pages.

Consciousness is dimensionally structured.
Nobody "has" consciousness. Instead, eve
rybody is "in" consciousness. The book presents
a new myth and paradigm for understanding consciousness, exploring the connections between
consciousness, physics, quantum mechanics,
myth, and meditation.
The style is conversational and friendly; the
book is intended to be valuable for intelligent lay
readers interested in the subjects of consciousness, physics, quantum mechanics, philosophy,
S: 978-1-62894-030-5 $23.95
metaphysics, myth and meditation; and the deep
H: 978-1-62894-031-2 $33.95
and meaningful connections between those
eBook: 978-1-62894-032-9 $23.95
areas of inquiry.

S: 978-1-62894-024-4 $9.95
H: 978-1-62894-025-1 $19.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-026-8 $9.95

The Tempest, a short and juicy play, encapsulates many of the dramatic elements that delight
admirers of the Shakespearean oeuvre: betrayal,
good spirits, evil relations, loyal friends, dramatic
plot twists, terrible weather and, of course, love.
Yet Shakespeare may perplex modern readers.
Students in English classes across the country
are asked to read plays which are, in essence,
written in a foreign language. This modern interpretation of Shakespeare's The Tempest is not
only accurate but is also fluid and natural, allowing it to easily be read on its own or performed on
stage. An Introduction provides the context.

WHICH CHOSEN PEOPLE?
MANIFEST DESTINY MEETS THE SIOUX
Robert V. Dodge
212 pages. (18 photos)

SIR THOMAS WYATT THE YOUNGER AND
WYATT’S REBELLION
James D. Taylor, Jr.
252 pages.

Thomas Wyatt the Younger, born into a Catholic
family with a history of loyal service to the Crown,
was a supporter of Queen Mary — until she
decided to marry Philip II of Spain. Wyatt had
seen the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition and
was dead set against tying England to this "foreigner." What happened next helped Mary earn
the moniker "Bloody Mary." This is James Taylor's
third book bringing together all known letters and
other documents relating to one individual in
Tudor England. He presents them in their original
form, allowing the reader to piece together a
pointillistic portrait of his protagonist. Here, he
shows Wyatt's thinking, his strategies, and the
drama of the rebellion he led against the Queen.

S: 978-1-62894-009-1 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-010-7 $32.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-011-4 $22.95

The belief in American exceptionalism reached
its apex during the 1800s and was expressed as
a God-given passport called "Manifest Destiny".
Among its victims were Native Americans. The
Sioux resisted, eventually in desperation resorting to Ghost Dancing and claiming that Indians,
not the whites, were the chosen people. The
military, political, and legal destruction of Indian
culture provided precedent and justification for
the empire building that accelerated soon after
Sioux resistance was crushed. Frank Fiske was
a young boy who observed this confrontation
firsthand at the Standing Rock Reservation in
North Dakota, where Sitting Bull was held, then
killed. Fiske recorded the story as he grew and
also kept the glorious past of the Sioux alive with
his spectacular photographs of the people and
their traditions.

S: 978-1-62894-027-5 $22.95
H: 978-1-62894-028-2 $32.95
eBook:978-1-62894-029-9 $22.95

DAEMON IN THE SANCTUARY: THE ENIGMA OF
HOMESPACE VIOLENCE
Wendy C. Hamblet
222 pages.

THE END OF KNOWLEDGE: A DISCOURSE ON
THE UNIFICATION OF PHILOSOPHY
Michael David Levenstein
224 pages.

S: 978-1-62894-021-3 $21.95
H: 978-1-62894-022-0 $31.95
eBook:978-1-62894-023-7 $21.95

This treatise redefines reason as a tripartite
phenomenon comprising rational, emotional and
experiential modes of knowledge acquisition,
whose application serves as the foundation of
moral practice, itself the prerequisite to philosophic happiness. In so doing, it outlines a visionary theory of universal morality, unifying disparate
schools of thought previously incompatible
throughout the history of philosophy.
The sheer scope, rigor and creative power of
this treatise foretell that the radical new philosophy presented shall signify a profound challenge
to current orthodoxies. Uniquely expansive and
articulate, The End of Knowledge proves a rare
work in its fusion of the abstruse and the practical,
the good and the right, conveyed in a style combining technical precision with poetical lyricism.

S: 978-1-62894-036-7 $19.95
H: 978-1-62894-037-4 $29.95
eBook: 978-1-62894-038-1 $19.95

Daemon in the Sanctuary explores the uncanny contradiction between the phenomenological
experience of home as a site of nurture and
security and the empirical reality that people are
far more likely to be hurt and even killed in their
own homes by their intimates, rather than at the
hands of strangers.
Moving from the syrupy tributes of the god of
love in Plato's ""Symposium"" to the subject of
domestic violence appears to be a giant leap,
but he author shows that embroidered romantic
ideas about love prepare the initiate poorly for
the reality of intimate connection. Poets and
philosophers who lead us to believe that love is
heaven sent can leave us craving an extreme
experience.
We crave an earth-shaking, life-altering intrusion on our tranquility as evidence that love is
real. Thus the naive initiate can easily mistake
the flutter of the pulse, the quickening of the
heart rate, the flush, the confused emotions, and
the painful longing as signs of the god's gift. But
these are also the signs of fear!
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QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, AND
NUCLEAR WEAPONS (2013)
Alexander V. Avakov

BEHIND THE GREEN CARD: HOW IMMIGRATION
POLICY IS KILLING THE AMERICAN DREAM
Donald Dobkin

S: 978-0-87586-969-8 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-970-4 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-971-1 $22.95

202 pages.

192 pages (statistical tables)

Mayor Bloomberg of New York City has
described US immigration policy as the greatest
case of national suicide ever seen. The US is no
longer the only game in town, and the hard line
toward immigration has sent applicants fleeing
to other countries. India, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and the UK have benefited enormously
and the economic consequences have been
severe.
Immigration lawyer Donald Dobkin suggests
that the US has stumbled its way toward economic peril in the name of myths of purported
national security imperatives, and given up liberties to the new "Administrative State" while
strangling legal immigration.

Economic, demographic and military indicators
establish the pecking order for 230 countries,
with estimates of all nuclear arsenals including
non-signatory nations; the quality of life and balance of power are measured since 1500, with
detailed data on the developed market economies. The first sections of economic and military
data are updated in annual yearbooks; the last
section of this volume establishes a baseline of
historic economic data.

THE EGYPTIAN REVOLUTION: BETWEEN HOPE AND
DESPAIR, MUBARAK TO MORSI
Mohamed El-Bendary

HIJACKING AMERICA'S MIND ON 9/11:
COUNTERFEITING EVIDENCE
Elias Davidsson

254 pages.

This book offers a chronicle of, and a revealing
look at, the 2011 Egyptian Revolution and its
aftermath. The author, an Egyptian-American living in Egypt, witnessed firsthand Hosni Mubarak’s
fall and Mohamed Morsi's struggle to stay in
power. At home in the U.S. as well as in Egypt, he
uses his experience as a journalist to explain for
Americans the confrontation between Islamists
and seculars.

336 pages.

An international researcher and an expert in
international law and human rights, the author
takes an essentially forensic approach to the
questions of 9/11. Davidsson provides
• The definite demonstration that there is no
evidence of Muslim hijackers
• Evidence that at least two of the four aircraft
were still airborne after the alleged crash time
• The most exacting and comprehensive analysis of the phone calls said to have been made
from the aircraft
• A theory regarding the nature of those calls.
This was an unprecedented propaganda coup.
Entire nations were deluded within hours to
believe in what can be designated as a surreal
legend. For the official 9/11 narrative – had it not
been systematically promoted by the major media
– would have been good stuff for a book on religious miracles.

S: 978-0-87586-972-8 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-973-5 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-974-2 $22.95

SOULMATES FROM THE PAGES OF HISTORY:
FROM MYTHICAL TO CONTEMPORARY -–
75 EXAMPLES OF THE POWER OF FRIENDSHIP

Jack Adler
360 pages, illustrated.

S: 978-0-87586-981-0 $24.95
H: 978-0-87586-982-7 $34.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-983-4 $24.95

S: 978-0-87586-963-6 $19.95
H: 978-0-87586-964-3 $29.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-965-0 $19.95

Presenting sketches of Julius Caesar and Mark
Anthony, Adam Smith and David Hume, Charles
Baudelaire and Edouard Manet, David Henry
Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson, Susan
Anthony and Elizabeth Stanton, Sergei
Rachmaninoff and Vladimir Horowitz — even Al
Capone and Johnny Torrio — the author shows
how different personalities, characters and temperaments can support and strengthen each
other, and he explores the range of ties that may
influence a person during one phase of life or
may become the center of one’s life altogether.
The book examines the peculiar power of the
bonds of friendship and provides illuminating
details on major friendships throughout history.
Each example is carefully placed in the context of
its historical period. The material is accurate and
written in an easy-to-read style. Illustrations of the
personalities, and many of their quotes, embellish
the text.

S: 978-0-87586-990-2 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-991-9 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-992-6 $22.95

THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT: A MISSED
OPPORTUNITY, A BETTER WAY FORWARD
Guy Faguet, MD
248 pages.

A Professor of Medicine with 30 years of teaching and clinical experience offers an objective,
factual, and forthright critique of all segments of
the current and projected health system under
America's Affordable Care Act. Responsibility for
today's flawed system, and for a future equitable
and affordable universal health system, is widely
shared – by caregivers and consumers, insurance and drug companies, malpractice attorneys,
and even policy makers.
S: 978-0-87586-975-9 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-976-6 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-977-3 $22.95

LI SHI MIN, FOUNDING THE TANG DYNASTY:
STRATEGIES THAT MADE CHINA THE GREATEST
EMPIRE IN ASIA
Hung Hing Ming
248 pages, with maps and diagrams

Regarded as the greatest emperor in Chinese
history, Li Shi Min, Emperor Taizong of the Tang
Dynasty (AD 618–907), helped his father establish the Tang Dynasty and unified China, inaugurating an era of peace and prosperity. His great
political and military accomplishments are narrated here, with the battle stratagems, clever
counsel and wise policies that carried him forward. Hung Hing Ming draws on China’s historical
S: 978-0-87586-978-0 $22.95
records and chronicles to share important cultural
H: 978-0-87586-979-7 $32.95
motifs that color the thinking of nation so imporeBook: 978-0-87586-980-3 $22.95 tant to ours.
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S: 978-0-87586-987-2 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-988-9 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-989-6 $23.95

A DAM IN THE RIVER: RELEASING THE FLOW OF
UNIVERSITY IDEAS
Jeff Camhi

LADIES FOR LIBERTY, 2ND EXPANDED EDITION
John Blundell

246 pages.

John Blundell gives a lively portrait of more than
25 American women who spoke out for liberty,
helping to shape the political and social fabric of
the United States. His subjects range from frontier novelists to suffragists to the inventor of life
insurance for women and a tax collector who
challenged the IRS. Arranged chronologically, the
stories add up to a history of America. Ladies for
Liberty combats the myth that women want, and
benefit from, big government.
In this new, expanded edition, John Blundell
shares further evidence that the spirit of independence has always been a strong impetus for
America's leading ladies. He shows that the
underlying motivation of the women portrayed in
these pages was self-determination as a virtue,
and the conviction that individuals should be
allowed to pursue their own ends, free from the
coercion of others.

A Dam in the River challenges the academic
culture and conventions that dam up university
ideas on campus and out of reach of the vast
majority of Americans. The book shows what
types of university ideas are important for the
general public and why, and offers a comprehensive strategy for opening the sluice gates and
letting the ideas flow, at little or no financial cost.
Anyone, on or off campus, can help implement
this strategy, for the benefit of all.
The book is intended to inspire, and then help
guide, a movement to make the ideas generated
at America’s great universities and colleges
accessible to all, for the public good.

248 pages.

S: 978-0-87586-864-6 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-865-3 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-866-0 $22.95

DICTIONARY OF FILM FINANCE AND DISTRIBUTION:
A GUIDE FOR INDEPENDENT FILMMAKERS
John W. Cones

NURSING HOMES EXPLAINED

432 pages. (7x10")

S: 978-0-87586-993-3 $48.00
H: 978-0-87586-994-0 $80.00
eBook: 978-0-87586-995-7 $48.00

Delia Franklin

This dictionary is an aid to anyone involved in
seeking to finance a feature film project, especially independents.
It covers terms used in film production and
distribution, marketing, accounting, insurance,
securities, corporate structures and general
financial arenas. All of the principal forms of
feature film finance are covered, including studio/distributors, production companies, lending
institutions, co-financing, pre-sales, grants, foreign and passive investor financing involving the
sale of a security.

232 pages.

S: 978-0-87586-966-7 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-967-4 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-968-1 $22.95

AFTERMATH: SURVIVING THE LOSS OF GOD
John Crosby

OLD SHANGHAI AND THE CLASH OF REVOLUTION
X. L. Woo

188 pages.

S: 978-0-87586-984-1 $19.95
H: 978-0-87586-985-8 $29.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-986-5 $19.95

Increasing numbers of disillusioned and
thoughtful persons find they can no longer maintain a simplistic concept of theism, be it Christian,
Jewish, or Islamic. But the shock that comes
with loss of faith, and the challenges of learning
to restructure one’s life if one has been a believer, can seem overwhelming.
Aftermath gives a sound foundation for building
a meaningful life without god.
A former ordained minister and a family counsellor, the author is uniquely qualifi ed to address
those who are struggling to make sense of their
existence and go on with their lives without any
imagined or constructed relationship with the
god of childhood, youth, and adulthood.

An RN specializing in Gerontology educates
readers about the long-term care industry and
the field of gerontology, with a discussion on
death and dying, Alzheimer units, rehabilitation
processes, elder abuse, the physician’s role,
and how corporations, middle management and
direct care providers operate within the eldercare/medical profession. The book can help
prepare readers for the inevitable decisions that
have to be made as we and our loved ones age,
and provides a useful overview of the industry
for nursing students and others thinking of entering the field.

248 pages.

S: 978-0-87586-996-4 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-997-1 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-998-8 $22.95

Life in Shanghai played out against a backdrop
of shifting political maneuvers that eventually
melded into the Pacific side of World War II,
shattering the structures and burning off the
patina that for centuries had made 'Old Shanghai'
a world unto itself. In this personal history we
follow one man through the cataclysmic changes in China during the past 75 years, following
the fate of intelletuals and property owners
under the Japanese occupation, Chiang Kaishek, Mao, and Deng Xiaoping. Written in a literary, narrative style, the book gives readers a
picture of Chinese society and the country as it
raced toward the future, still trailing bits of its
feudal heritage.

ALGORA PUBLISHING
2012 Fall

A FATAL ADDICTION: WAR IN THE NAME OF GOD
Thomas Block

WAR FOR PROFIT: A RMY C ONTRACTING
Charles M. Smith

FROM CONFLICT TO CRISIS: THE DANGER OF U.S. ACTIONS
Jeanne M. Haskin
268 pages.

THE GLASS PALACE: ILLUSIONS OF FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY IN QATAR
Nasser M. Beydoun with Jennifer Baum
180 pages.

226 pages.
War-like language and the notion of 'holy war' are commonly used to describe
the spiritual quest in the holy books of the major faith traditions. The institutional blending of the sacred with human aggression appears to be fundamental to society, making war as spiritual practice appear inevitable. Thomas
Block analyzes this dynamic within contemporary political discourse, showing
how the mystical-war conflation permeates American society.
S: 978-0-87586-930-8 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-931-5 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-932-2 $22.95

Capitalism is a game of musical chairs, systemic class warfare conducted
on a grand scale to discourage solidarity that might threaten the system;
and with each market re-set by the Federal Reserve, more of the country's
resources fall into wealthy hands. What happens when a society favors old
money over new and breaks the rules to make the world safe for finance?
The author predicts increasing volatility and violence. For a preview of what
lies ahead for the U.S., she takes us for a quick exemplary trip through
Central American history.
S: 978-0-87586-960-5 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-961-2 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-962-9 $22.95

HATSHEPSUT, QUEEN OF SHEBA
Emmet Scott

200 pages.
Was the mysterious Queen of Sheba, in fact, the female pharaoh of Egypt
Hatshepsut? Emmet Scott brings forward dramatic new evidence in support
of Immanuel Velikovsky's claim. Ancient Israel, just like Punt, was a renowned
source of frankincense, and Egyptian documents unequivocally place Punt in
the region of Syria/Palestine. Linguistic clues and Ethiopian and Phoenician
legends all support this startling claim.
S: 978-0-87586-945-2 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-946-9 $31.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-947-6 $21.95

MINIMIZING THE RISK OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Frank Murray

328 pages.
A prudent diet, lifestyle modifications, nutritional supplements, exercise and
activities to stimulate the brain are some of the best ways to prevent or delay
Alzheimer's disease. That's all easy to say, but how scientific are these admonitions and how do we change our habits? The author, a health expert, also
presents data to assist in decision-making regarding nursing homes, statistics
for Alzheimer's, and a list of support organizations worldwide.
S: 978-0-87586-933-9 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-934-6 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-935-3 $23.95

ON STRENGTH
Nicholas J. Pappas

VS .

S UPPORTING

THE

T ROOPS

284 pages.
The Army official who managed the Pentagon’s largest contract in Iraq says
he was kicked out for refusing to approve over $1 billion in questionable
payments to KBR. He reveals Defense procurement issues in contracting
and logistics that undermined US servicemen and women while needlessly
throwing away public funds in Iraq and Afghanistan.
S: 978-0-87586-927-8 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-928-5 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-929-2 $23.95

When Americans read that Qatar is funding militant groups across the Middle
East, few of us have any idea what Qatar is or how it is run. A nation of perhaps 250,000 locals served by 1.35 million foreign workers, the emirate is
burning its gas and oil revenue at a break-neck pace in an effort to build a
position on the global stage. Meanwhile, its repressive regime takes many
visitors and contract workers by surprise. No human rights here!
S: 978-0-87586-954-4 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-955-1 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-956-8 $22.95

THE RISE AND FALL OF FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT
Robert Underhill
230 pages.
FDR was at the helm when the United States escaped from its greatest
economic depression, and thus he earned an important place in history. His
supporters, for the most part, adamantly overlook lapses and mistakes he
made, especially during his third and fourth terms, and the changes in FDR's
acumen brought on by the burdens of office, ill health, and age, not to mention an innate self-confidence that developed into arrogance.
S: 978-0-87586-948-3 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-949-0 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-950-6 $22.95

THE ABRAHAM MAN: GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF FORENSIC PSYCHIATRY
R. Gregory Lande
272 pages.
This authoritative text replete with primary source documentation is a fascinating story unfolding during the Civil War era. The “Abraham Man” was a derisive
term affixed to persons faking insanity. Surgeons and their post-war professional work with lawyers shaped the development of forensic psychiatry and
mental health care. In addition, the book describes the promise of the asylum
movement, prominent practitioners of the era, the politics and the eventual
decline of institutional mental health care.
S: 978-0-87586-936-0
$23.95
H: 978-0-87586-937-7 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-938-4 $23.95

KAIROLOGICAL ECONOMICS: AN ANTHROPOCENTRIC AND CREATIVE
THEORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY AND MANAGEMENT
Nicolas Laos
220 pages.

236 pages.
What is strength, after all? This philosophical dialogue probes the meaning of
character and values, what is worth fighting for—and why; what it means to
be a true friend; how to know when it’s right to stand up and when not—in
sum, what it means to be strong, and how to find and train our own inner
strength.
S: 978-0-87586-939-1 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-940-7 $31.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-941-4 $21.95

Dr. Laos shows readers a pioneering way of looking at political economy in
the context of ontology and epistemology. Defining common sense and, in
essence, what is 'reality' and 'realistic', is the ultimate act of political power;
thus a text of economic analysis becomes incredibly powerful once it is
established as 'common sense'. Economic analysis does not simply explain
or predict; it tells us what possibilities exist for human action and intervention;
it defines our explanatory possibilities and our moral and practical horizons..
S: 978-0-87586-951-3 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-952-0 $31.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-953-7 $21.95

PATTERNS OF BIAS IN HOLLYWOOD MOVIES
John Cones

WHO REALLY DROVE THE ECONOMY INTO THE DITCH?
Joseph N. Fried

208 pages.
Film industry critics have pointed out examples of bias and stereotyping in
Hollywood movies over the years only to be rebuffed by simplistic studio arguments that films reflect the real world and that movie-goers vote with their
pocket books – but movie-goers can only choose from the options presented,
and there is a consistent pattern to the choices studio executives make with
respect to the movies produced and the specific content of those movies.
Apparently Hollywood is selectively portraying reality.
S: 978-0-87586-957-5 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-958-2 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-959-9 $22.95

328 pages.
Fried examines the factors leading to the financial crisis of 2007/8 and the
mess it's put us in today, from the transgressions of Wall Street to rarelymentioned contributing factors from the governmental sector and the private
sector. The book looks closely at the detrimental impact of automated mortgage underwriting systems that were heavily promoted by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac.
S: 978-0-87586-942-1 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-943-8 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-944-5 $23.95

2012 Spring
QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS (2012):
A STATISTICAL Y EARBOOK FOR S TATESMEN AND CITIZENS
Alexander V. Avakov
202 pages.

TRUE JEW
Bernard Beck

How many missiles does China have? Who has the most military and economic muscle in the Middle East and Central Asia? Who is waxing; who is
waning? This yearbook establishes the pecking order for 232 countries, with
tables of economic, demographic and military indicators and estimates of all
nuclear arsenals including rarely published data on nonsignatory nations.
S: 978-0-87586-891-2 $19.95
H: 978-0-87586-892-9 $29.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-893-6
Available January 20

188 pages.
Everyone who is thinking about the position of Jews in today’s world and in
history will want to read this book. From the time of the destruction of the
Temple in Jerusalem to 500 CE, the world’s Jewish population shrank from 4.5
million to 1.1 million; then it increased at more than five time the world’s growth
rate. How? The author examines contemporary Jews’ own varying views of
Jewishness and discusses what it means to be a Jew in today’s world.
S: 978-0-87586-903-2
$19.95
H: 978-0-87586-904-9 $29.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-905-6
Available February 15

FISCAL CRISIS AND WORLD ORDER
Raymond W. Converse

SMOKESCREEN: THE US, NATO
Paul F.J. Aranas

216 pages.
The crisis facing the United States is both economic and political, and its
effects are felt both at home and abroad. The author presents a detailed
look at how the present world order is or could be affected by a total global
economic collapse. He asks whether a world governance system is feasible
and desirable, and explores what forms such a system might take, depending upon whether such players as China, the Russian Federation and the
Islamic nations continue to make economic progress or suffer setbacks.
S: 978-0-87586-897-4
$22.95
H: 978-0-87586-898-1 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-899-8
Available February 15

THE ARCHITECTS OF AMERICA
F REEMASONS AND THE G ROWTH OF
Russell Charles Blackwell

THE

UNITED STATES

312 pages.
Did the Freemasons consciously affect the geographical growth of the USA
in order to invest the layout of the states with a deeper, symbolic meaning?
Masonic ritual during the 18th and 19th centuries—especially their description
of the 'ideal building' or Temple, and the concurrent construction of America ,
are tied to an intriguing consideration of a simple but highly symbolic mathematical formula that recurs regularly throughout the history of the Republic.
Maps and diagrams illustrate the surprising coherence of the theory.
S: 978-0-87586-906-3 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-907-0 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-908-7
Available March 15

MEDINA MAYRIT: THE ORIGINS OF MADRID
Ana Ruiz

248 pages.
Ana Ruiz traces the Celt-Iberian, Roman, and Visigoth roots of the capital
of Spain and explores Moorish Madrid of yesterday and today. She recounts
intriguing legends and highlights curiosities and special sites in Madrid as
well as Toledo. She explains place-names and terms, and the ample illustrations make this an unusual street-by-street guide for travel buffs and everyone who enjoys the kaleidoscopic culture of Spain.
S: 978-0-87586-924-7 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-925-4 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-926-1
Available March 15

EURO EXIT: HOW AND WHY WE SHOULD BREAK THE UNION
Jean-Jacques Rosa

98 pages.
Calling the euro the worst governmental mistake since deflationary policy
turned the 1929 crisis into a decade of depression, Dr. Rosa (Sciences Po,
Paris) explains why European politicians and big business circumvented
democratic consent in order to lock their societies into a single European
super-state and reap the advantages of monetary cartelization, pushing the
Great Contraction towards a new Great Depression in Europe. He also
shows that exit from the euro is possible and how to minimize the cost.
S: 978-0-87586-912-4 $9.95
H: 978-0-87586-913-1 $19.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-914-8
Available January 27

A MORE IMPERFECT UNION
HOW INEQUITY, D EBT, AND E CONOMICS U NDERMINE
James L. Jennings

THE

A MERICAN DREAM

288 pages.
A debt-based financial system is incompatible with a truly competitive
economy. Our system exists by choice, not the dictates of immutable economic laws, and is leading the U.S. to financial collapse. The author highlights essentially ignored inequities and fallacies inherent in major aspects
of our economy and of economic theory, and text explains how the system
is skewed to big government and a dominant financial sector, undermining
our standard of living.
S: 978-0-87586-918-6 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-919-3 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-920-9
Available February 15

AND THE I LLEGITIMATE

U SE

OF

F ORCE

164 pages.
When is it legitimate to use force? The United States and NATO regularly
employ force, using alternative norm justifications and a faulty definition of
legitimacy. Meanwhile, the education system and mass media largely ignore
the history and principles of the United Nations. "Smokescreen" reinforces the
need to respect the rule of law enshrined in the UN Charter and offers a path
forward out of the haze of purported altruistic justifications.
S: 978-0-87586-894-3 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-895-0 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-896-7
Available February 15

STIFFING THE WORKING CLASS
W ELCOME TO THIRD-W ORLD A MERICA
Clyde Bradley

192 pages.
A blue-collar factory worker shares with the reader his personal journey over
three decades of manufacturing in America. Cutting corners and cutting
wages may goose the bottom line briefly, but over the long term they destroy
employees’ ability to get the job done. Anecdotes expose management’s
utter disrespect for workers, from unsafe and unsanitary work conditions, to
low pay, lack of job security, and the use of illegal immigrants.
S: 978-0-87586-900-1 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-901-8 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-902-5
Available March 15

HOMO REDNECKUS
O N B EING NOT Q WHITE I N A MERICA
William Matthew McCarter

288 pages.

Homo Redneckus is a critical reflection on the cultural experience of being a
different type of “other” in America -- specifically, a redneck, white-trash,
hillbilly cracker. An academic treatise and a good story at the same time, the
book traces the plight of those who are “Not Qwhite” through history, popular
culture, and personal experience.
S: 978-0-87586-921-6 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-922-3 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-923-0
Available February 15

RACE, ETHNICITY AND CRIME
Dianne Williams

256 pages.
Melting pot or tossed salad? Dr. Williams, a university lecturer in Criminology,
offers a scholarly examination of race and ethnicity, public opinion and criminalization, looking at the criminal justice system, the media, the death penalty, and two other issues where public perception of ethnicity plays such a
big role—terrorism and human trafficking. The manual is designed for junior
colleges and four year colleges, including distance-learning courses. It is a
thought-provoking combination of facts and questions. The pedagogical focus
is on collaborative learning with support for critical thinking skills.
S: 978-0-87586-915-5 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-916-2 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-917-9
Available March 15

STRIKE AND DESTROY
Stjepan G. Mestrovic

236 pages.
In a "spontaneous-combustion theory" of war crimes, Jeremy Morlock and
11 other soldiers were charged with having murdered 3 Afghans, as if they
just spontaneously did monstrous things. But in an extraordinary courtmartial the Defense showed that in fact the atrocities originated in a failure
of leadership and a dysfunctional brigade climate. Dr. Stjepan Mestrovic, a
professional sociologist who has testified in the trial, explains.
S: 978-0-87586-909-4 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-910-0 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-911-7
Available May 15

2011 Fall
THE DAWNING AGE OF COOPERATION
THE END OF CIVILIZATION AS WE KNOW IT, AND JUST IN TIME
Gordon E. Moss

LADIES FOR LIBERTY
WOMEN WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE IN AMERICAN HISTORY
John Blundell

SAVING AMERICA
USING DEMOCRATIC CAPITALISM TO RESCUE THE NATION FROM ECONOMIC FOLLY
Thomas Bonsell
260 pages.

FREE AND EQUAL: RAWLS' THEORY OF JUSTICE AND POLITICAL REFORM
Joseph Grcic
244 pages.

318 pages.
Rugged individualism is great for legendary heroes, but does it really shape
a society that can endure? A massive social transformation is underway,
driven by technology; it requires and is pushing us toward a cooperative
culture. Our American competitive, individualistic culture is outmoded and
increasingly ineffective. This book presents a new model for building a
cooperative American and worldwide society.
S: 978-0-87586-873-8 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-874-5 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-875-2
Available August 6

Former NSA analyst and journalist Tom Bonsell details the problems that
ensued from the doctrine of “Reaganomics” and offers detailed suggestions to
rescue the nation from the deficit and debt created by Reagan and those who
came after him.
S: 978-0-87586-867-7 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-868-4 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-869-1
Available November 15

BELIEF AND INTEGRITY: PHILOSOPHICAL DIALOGUES
Nicholas J. Pappas

284 pages.
Short philosophical dialogues geared to today’s problems stimulate readers
to think about their approach to life and, like a good interlocutor, help readers
to explore their assumptions from a variety of perspectives.
S: 978-0-87586-855-4 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-856-1 $31.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-857-8
Available October 15

THE IVORY TOWER OF BABEL: WHY THE SOCIAL SCIENCES ARE FAILING
TO LIVE UP TO THEIR PROMISES
David Demers
296 pages.
Mainstream social science has come under fierce criticism for failing to have
more impact on public policy. Critics say the social sciences are incapable of
generating knowledge that can solve social problems. Others contend that
partisan politics and university administrations are the problem. Politicians
are more concerned about special interests than scientific research, and
administrators care more about scholarly publications than solving social
problems. Have the social sciences outlived their usefulness?.
S: 978-0-87586-879-0 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-880-6 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-881-3
Available October 15

THIS STRANGE EVENTFUL HISTORY: A PHILOSOPHY OF MEANING
Paul Bradley
196 pages.
Meaning may appear elusive in our present divided world but a sense of
meaning is essential for peace of mind. This book sets out to survey our
options concisely, drawing on philosophy, religion, science and art. Each
chapter draws on the words of two (or more) prominent inter-related thinkers to help us form an opinion, often provocatively, with no holds barred! It
steers a path towards an attitude of Cosmic Compassionate Plurality..
S: 978-0-87586-876-9 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-877-6 $31.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-878-3
Available November 15

THE AMERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGE
STAGNATION AND DECLINE IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Jan Vijg

260 pages.
It's a myth that we live in the most innovative of times: New, life-changing
inventions have become rare and in spite of vocal support of innovation, an
increasingly regulated, successful society has lost its taste for risk and often
actively resists change. A prominent molecular geneticist explores the dulling of technological progress and the failure of technology to give people
the world that futurologists predicted in the 1960s. He asks whether technology slowdowns are inevitable in civilizations that have reached the zenith of
their success.
S: 978-0-87586-885-1 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-886-8 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-887-5
Available October 15

230 pages.
This lively portrait of 20 leading American women who helped to shape the
political and social fabric of the United States combats the myth that women
want, and benefit from, big government. Subjects range from frontier novelists
to suffragists, to the inventor of life insurance for women, and a tax collector
who challenged the IRS. Arranged chronologically, the stories add up to a
history of America.
S: 978-0-87586-864-6 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-865-3 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-866-0
Available August 15

Justice, equality, fairness, liberty, public reason, stability, the rule of law –
John Rawls's ideas revolutionized the shape and content of much of contemporary political and social philosophy. Prof. Grcic offers an in-depth
study of the implications of Rawls' ideas for contemporary democracies,
especially the United States.
S: 978-0-87586-888-2 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-889-9 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-890-5
Available October 15

A BRAVE MAN STANDS FIRM: THE HISTORIC BATTLES OF CHIEF
JUSTICE MARSHALL AND PRESIDENT JEFFERSON
264 pages.
Ronald Zellar
Why did President Thomas Jefferson and Chief Justice John Marshall
become such great antagonists? In this book a legal expert discusses the ir
battles over the judiciary. Marshall believed in an ordered society. Jefferson,
a philosopher and a romantic, was interested in ideas rather than order. The
story interweaves the treason trial of Aaron Burr with conflicts over the
Judiciary Acts, Marbury v. Madison, and impeachment. President Jefferson
is seen in far different light than usual.
S: 978-0-87586-882-0
$23.95
H: 978-0-87586-883-7 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-884-4
Available September 15

THE BATTLE FOR COMPASSION: ETHICS IN AN APATHETIC UNIVERSE
Jonathan Leighton
260 pages.
Reflecting on freedom, identity and morality, this book offers a fresh, sweeping perspective on the human condition and a deep contemplation of the
basis for our priorities at this critical moment in our history. What matters,
where are we heading, and what would it really take to improve the prospects for our future?
S: 978-0-87586-870-7 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-871-4 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-872-1
Available September 15

WORK IS FOR THE PEOPLE: A TREATISE ON THE -ISMS
Joseph Burrell

236 pages.
In a democracy, the system of work and the economy are supposed to be
designed to benefit the people. Burrell reminds us that "corporatism" is
another name for "fascism," and calls for a fairly-regulated capitalism in
place of the travesty of the unelected, unregulated, and predatory capitalism
we have now.
S: 978-0-87586-861-5 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-862-2 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-863-9
Available November 15

THE GRANDEUR OF GANDHARA:
THE A NCIENT BUDDHIST C IVILIZATION OF
AND I NDUS V ALLEYS
Rafi-us Samad

THE

S WAT, P ESHAWAR, KABUL

302 pages.
The northwestern regions of Pakistan and southeastern regions of Afghanistan
were once the heart of a highly developed civilization whose cultural impact
was felt from China to Persia. The author's research, accompanied by some
60 illustrations, offers Americans an entirely new understanding of the desolate region shown on the nightly news.
S: 978-0-87586-858-5 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-859-2 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-860-8
Available August 15

2011 Spring
QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS
(2011): A STATISTICAL YEARBOOK FOR STATESMEN AND CITIZENS
Alexander V. Avakov
202 pages.
How many ballistic missiles does China have? Who has the most military
and economic muscle in the Middle East and Central Asia? Who is waxing;
who is waning? Economic, demographic and military indicators establish
the pecking order for 232 countries in this yearbook, with estimates of all
nuclear arsenals including rarely published data on nonsignatory nations.
S: 978-0-87586-819-6 $19.95
H: 978-0-87586-820-2 $29.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-821-9
Available January 6

NATIONAL INTEGRATION AND CONTESTED AUTONOMY:
THE CARIBBEAN COAST OF N ICARAGUA
Luciano Baracco, Ed.

352 pages.
The struggle for autonomy on Nicaragua’s Caribbean Coast offers critical lessons for Cyprus, Ireland and other regions around the world interested in bizonality as a mechanism of conflict resolution and protection of minority rights—
reconciling the need for development, usually fostered by national governments,
with the protection of marginalized minorities. Contributors explore issues including language rights, land demarcation and resource allocation.
S: 978-0-87586-822-6 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-823-3 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-824-0
Available January 15

EDUCATION IN AMERICA:
P UBLIC E DUCATION, P RIVATE INTERESTS
Rafael Yanushevsky

288 pages.
US education is in crisis. How can other countries out-perform our schools?
This history and analysis of the education system is an essential primer for
parents, educators and administrators, and education majors. Voters need to
know what has been tried, what has worked and what has failed. The book
contains information about public and private organizations, think tanks, institutions, and governmental bodies that shape the public education system.
S: 978-0-87586-834-9 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-835-6 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-836-3
Available February 15

ON AWARENESS: A COLLECTION OF PHILOSOPHICAL DIALOGUES
Nicholas J. Pappas
208 pages.
Like Nick's previous two books, the style here is that of a Platonic dialogue;
the language is concise, pointed, and fun. The bite-sized dialogues enable
readers to dive into a deep inquiry in a short space of time, with each piece
reflecting upon the others and adding up to a larger discussion.
S: 978-0-87586-840-0
$19.95
H: 978-0-87586-841-7 $29.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-842-4
Available February 15

CONSCIENCE OF A CONSPIRACY THEORIST
Robert Lockwoods Mills

EXORCISING DEVILS FROM THE THRONE
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE IN THE CHAOS OF DEMOCRATIZATION
Albertino Francisco & Nujoma Agostinho

WORLD GOVERNMENT - UTOPIAN DREAM OR CURRENT REALITY?
VOL. 2, LESSONS OF HISTORY: THE UNITED STATES AND THE EUROPEAN UNION
Raymond W. Converse
248 pages.

DOCTORS WITHOUT BORDERS IN ETHIOPIA
A MONG THE A FAR
Nyla Jo Jones Hubbard

232 pages.
Governmental deceit and corporate-media silence combine to keep the public misinformed about shocking events in American history. Skeptics who
question “official accounts” are labeled “conspiracy theorists,” a pejorative
term that suggests a lack of patriotism as well as foolishness. The book
focuses on the Kennedy assassinations, 9/11, the 2000 and 2004 presidential
elections, and other critical moments in U.S. history.
S: 978-0-87586-825-7 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-826-4 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-827-1
Available January 15

The author analyzes the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and
the Bill of Rights to trace how and when the rights of the general government, States' rights, and individual rights were addressed. He draws comparisons to how the United Nations and the European Union have handled
questions of national sovereignty vs. collective rights and obligations, and
human/individual rights. This book assumes that the world is moving fitfully
toward union and explores the implications.
S: 978-0-87586-828-8 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-829-5 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-830-1
Available January 15

FOUNDATIONS OF CULTURAL DIPLOMACY
POLITICS AMONG CULTURES AND THE MORAL A UTONOMY
Nicolas Laos

OF

M AN

276 pages.
Investigating the relationship between culture and politics and between the
reality of the world and the reality of consciousness, Dr. Laos articulates a
new approach to international relations theory and the concept of power, one
based on philosophical arguments about reality, history and freedom. He
proposes a new way of defining ‘critical’ political theory (substantially different from the Frankfurt School) which leads to a new, dynamic understanding
of history, and he throws light on controversial questions of identity for
Europe and the West.
S: 978-0-87586-831-8 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-832-5 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-833-2
Available February 15

THE ROAD TO THE THRONE
HOW LIU BANG FOUNDED CHINA’ S H AN DYNASTY
Hung Hing Ming

284 pages.
The stories of the Chinese great emperors reflect the ancient Chinese philosophy, ideology, their wisdom and their ways of administration. Liu Bang
is an outstanding example. Rising from a peasant background to become
Emperor, he founded the Han Dynasty which lasted for about four hundred
years and essentially laid the foundations of China as we know it
S: 978-0-87586-837-0 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-838-7 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-839-4
Available February 15

284 pages.
Two young activists–scholars explore the political environment in the former
Portuguese colony of Sao Tome and Principe (STP), an island nation off the
coast of West Africa. Charting STP’s fortunes since independence in 1975,
they describe a leadership so corrupt as to appear possessed by a demon.
The authors analyze specific problems and propose steps that could help
establish the social conditions necessary for STP to flourish as a democracy.
S: 978-0-87586-846-2 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-847-9 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-848-6
Available March 15

200 pages.
A modest lab tech from Florida ventures off to Ethiopia to help fight TB with
Doctors Without Borders. The culture of the local Afar people is part of the
story as well as the physical surroundings, including the birds and animals
of the desert setting. It is also a story about relationships and how like a
family a group of vastly different people from all over the world can become
when they all share a life of physical hardship but enormous reward.
S: 978-0-87586-852-3 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-853-0 $31.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-854-7
Available March 15

THE POLITICAL TRIAL OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
A P RELUDE TO THE A MERICAN R EVOLUTION
Kenneth Lawing Penegar

284 pages.
Benjamin Franklin was a reluctant revolutionary. This book traces the course
of his political transformation and explores the social and political understandings and misunderstandings that both sustained and divided Britain and its
colonies. At the center of the story is Franklin's 1772 revelation in
Massachusetts of some personal letters that had fallen into his lap in London,
and the consequences for himself and for the cause of reaching an amicable
settlement between the American colonies and the British government.
S: 978-0-87586-849-3 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-850-9 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-851-6
Available March 15

THE POWER TO CHANGE: TRANSITIONING TO DEMOCRACY
Hamid Karimianpour
236 pages.
Despotism, fundamentalism, and the rise of terrorism have created a puzzling moral question in the 21st century: how far should America go to help
press ahead political and cultural change in the world? The reader will discover that while international pressure has often played a pivotal role in
encouraging change, peaceful democratizations are historically not imposed
from outside but are initiated and executed by leaders within the old system.
S: 978-0-87586-843-1 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-844-8 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-845-5
Available March 15

2010 Fall
THE TURKEY AND THE EAGLE:
T HE STRUGGLE FOR A MERICA’S GLOBAL R OLE
Prof. Caleb Stewart Rossiter

IS THE TWO-STATE SOLUTION ALREADY DEAD?
A POLITICAL AND MILITARY HISTORY OF THE PALESTINIAN-ISRAELI CONFLICT
Hasan Afif El-Hasan, PhD
264 pages.

RACISM AND BORDERS: R EPRESENTATION , REPRESSION, RESISTANCE
Prof. Jeff Shantz, Ed.
192 pages.

WHAT IS GOOD FOR GENERAL MOTORS?
S OLVING AMERICA'S I NDUSTRIAL C ONUNDRUM
Thomas A. Crumm, GM Technology

336 pages.
Ben Franklin proposed the industrious, home-loving wild turkey as the symbol of the US. He lost that debate, and ever since advocates of the eagle
have continued to push for US domination. The author recounts 30 years of
work in and around Congress with groups opposed to US support for
repressive yet "friendly" regimes, then proposes electoral reforms and a
revolution in Americans' attitudes to place our values rather than corporate
and strategic interests at the core of our global purpose.
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-798-4 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-799-1 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-800-4

Arizona’s infamous immigration legislation has raised issues of racial profiling and policing. In this collection of detailed analyses of broader practices
of racialization and racism at borders, chapters by diverse scholars explore
the problem of "the Other," the power of defining "territory," gender, treatment
of indigenous peoples, and how the dominant group obliterates others.
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-807-3 $19.95
H: 978-0-87586-808-0 $29.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-809-7

YOU ARE WHAT YOU HEAR:
HOW MUSIC AND TERRITORY MAKE US WHO W E A RE
Prof. Harry Witchel

The history of Palestine shows that both sides as well as the international
community share the blame for failling to bring the issue to a just conclusion. Delving into the history behind all the parties to the issue, the book
provides much-needed background for understanding news events and
basic information that even peace organizations may not have fully appreciated. Throughout, the author seeks to transcend his ethnicity and deal
fairly with the positions of people holding different worldviews.
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-792-2 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-793-9 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-794-6

248 pages.
A hands-on industrial engineer with training at Harvard, Wharton and
Northwestern, Crumm worked in every corner of GM, then was a guru to
GM Chairmen John Smale and Roger Smith before becoming CEO of
Hypercar. Looking for American industry’s road forward, he assesses everything from the role of workers, unions, and technology, to foreign competition and currency exchange rates.
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-777-9 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-778-6 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-779-3

232 pages.
Why did we evolve to have music, and what does music do? Up-to-date science and humorous anecdotes from the history of pop culture unveil why
music makes us feel so good—or so bad. Dr. Witchel, who researches music,
pleasure and the brain, shows that we use music to establish and reinforce
social territory. He also shows how music plays with your mind—what you
think, how you decide what to buy, and even how smart you are.
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-804-2 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-805-9 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-806-6

ATLANTIS: THE EVIDENCE OF SCIENCE
Prof. Emmet Sweeney

THE WORLD'S RICHEST NEIGHBORHOOD
HOW PITTSBURGH' S E AST E NDERS F ORGED AMERICAN I NDUSTRY
248 pages.
Prof. Quentin R. Skrabec Jr.

THE ART OF INVESTIGATIVE PSYCHODYNAMIC THERAPY:
THE GERWE ORCHESTRATION METHOD (G-OM)
Dr. Corinne F. Gerwe
144 pages.

In 1900, Pittsburgh's East End was the world's richest neighborhood. In a
short walk, one might run into Andrew Carnegie, Henry Clay Frick, George
Westinghouse, H. J. Heinz, a member of the Mellon family or of the United
States Congress. This book traces the lives of this influential coterie and
their impact on American industry, culture and history.
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-795-3 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-796-0 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-797-7

Dr. Corinne Gerwe is a nationally and internationally recognized expert.
This manual is designed to train substance abuse professionals in her
innovative and successful treatment methodology for chronic addiction,
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and other co-occurring disorders. It
includes background information and the tools and templates for conducting
group sessions.
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-654-3 $20
ebook: 978-0-87586-655-0

THE ALIENS AND MAN: A C OMPREHENSIVE, C RITICAL I NQUIRY
Prof. Jerry Kroth
176 pages.
NASA astronauts and Soviet cosmonauts have said they saw “something,”
Senator Dennis Kucinich famously said he believes UFOs are real, and just
about everybody has heard rumors that the Military and Intelligence are “hiding something.” In this book, a college professor attempts to apply a dispassionate scientific approach, pulling together and evaluating evidence for and
against various theories about aliens and other unexplained phenomena.
Nov. S: 978-0-87586-816-5 $19.95
H: 978-0-87586-817-2 $29.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-818-9

CODED MESSAGES:
HOW THE NSA AND THE CIA HOODWINK CONGRESS
Nelson McAvoy

AND THE

PEOPLE

188 pages.
The National Security Agency was formed under secrecy that evades even
Congressional scrutiny. A former NSA and NASA scientist raises an alarm
over this abuse of America’s founding principles. Along the way, he gives a
technical briefing on how messages were encrypted and deciphered until
the Internet age, demonstrates that the paranoiac secrecy over encryption
is now obsolete, and explains why. All this is enlivened with entertaining
behind-the-scenes anecdotes from the author’s life at home in West
Virginia, in the Army, and in the intelligence services during the Cold War.
Nov. S: 978-0-87586-813-4 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-814-1 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-815-8

236 pages.
Historian Emmet Sweeney persuasively intertwines history and literary references with hard science — from archaeology and anthropology to genetics and geology — to prove the existence of an ancient trans-Atlantic link
between the Old World and the New.
Nov. S: 978-0-87586-771-7 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-772-4 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-773-1

DEMOCRACY ON TRIAL, ALL RISE!
Anuradha Kataria

200 pages.
Is democracy the right political system for the developing world, or can we
find transient models that might work in reality and not just in theory?
Assessing the strengths and flaws of a wide range of social and economic
systems, a citizen of a developing country who has lived in various countries
(democratic and otherwise) provides pointers for supporting development in
the Third World and for strengthening democracy in the developed world.
Oct. S: 978-0-87586-810-3 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-811-0 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-812-7

YANKS IN THE REDWOODS
C ARVING OUT A L IFE I N N ORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Frank H. Baumgardner III

284 pages.
Unpublished excerpts from primary sources present life on the California
frontier, 1800–1900, from Yankees and immigrants from the Midwestern and
Southern states, northern Europe and China, and Indians. Each glimpse of
their personal and business activities leaves us curious for more. These were
hardy folk; but they got ahead by pulling together, not by going it alone. Then
big business moved in during the second half of the 19th century...
Sept. S: 978-0-87586-801-1 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-802-8 $31.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-803-5

2010 Spring
THE RISE AND FALL OF AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY
Lynn G. Gref

224 pages.
How did America rise to global dominance in technology, and what happened since then? A developer, manager and consultant in research and
development applied to defense, space and intelligence needs, Dr. Gref
observes that very few bright ideas ever make it to the marketplace. This
book discusses the importance of technology-based innovation, questions
the adequacy of current support for research and development, and identifies some of the steps the US could take to regain its position.
January S: 978-0-87586-753-3 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-754-0 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-755-7

THE CIVIL WAR INCOME TAX AND THE REPUBLICAN PARTY,
1861-1872
Christopher Shepard
236 pages.
Are tariffs or internal taxation the best way to increase federal revenue? The
first US Federal income tax was introduced at the time of the Civil War, over
the opposition of many Republicans, mainly in the industrial northeast. The
author brings to life this multifaceted debate and traces the anti-tax view
back to Alexander Hamilton.
April S: 978-0-87586-787-1 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-787-8 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-788-5

THE MAKING OF THE SLAVE CLASS
Jerry Carrier

REINVENTING FIRE: BASIC ECONOMIC LESSONS FROM THE SOVIET
EXPERIMENT TO ELIMINATE THE MARKET
Guinevere Liberty Nell
248 pages.

WORLD GOVERNMENT - UTOPIAN DREAM OR CURRENT REALITY
Raymond Converse
208 pages.

NIETZSCHE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AND BEYOND
Rebekah S. Peery

236 pages.
A nationally recognized instructor in class, race, American culture, economic development and poverty issues offers the personal story of a working class man’s early life in poverty combined with a very cogent dissection
of the signals and mechanisms that create and maintain the class system
in the United States which determines who will prosper and who will fail.
April S: 978-0-87586-768-7 $23.95
H:978-0-87586-769-4 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-770-0

Using the Constitutional debates that fired up this country's best minds in
1789, and looking at examples of recent successful large unified government structures including the European Union, the author speculates that a
unified world government may not only be possible but may be the best way
to ensure global peace.
February S: 978-0-87586-762-5 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-763-2 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-764-9

The Soviet Union's experiment with socialism and central planning was
based on Marxist economic theory, which denied the universal nature of
economic law. Nell, an analyst at The Heritage Foundation, considers the
Soviets' theories and explores the ways in which the planners implemented
them and responded when their policies failed to produce the desired
results.
March S: 978-0-87586-747-2 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-748-9 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-749-6
180 pages.
Prof. Peery's first books emphasized Nietzsche's concerns and contributions
as a cultural critic and cultural historian; now she concentrates on his major
legacy as a philosopher. Taking a tender scalpel to works from 'Ecce Homo'
and 'Zarathustra' to 'Beyond Good and Evil' and others, she gets inside to the
heart of his writing and creates an intellectual dialogue involving everyone
from Dionysus and Democritus to Jacob Burckhardt and GWF Hegel.
January S: 978-0-87586-765-6 $19.95
H: 978-0-87586-766-3 $25.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-767-0

STEPPENWOLF
Hermann Hesse (Thomas Wayne, trans.)

ORGANIZATIONAL REACTION TO SOCIAL DEVIANCE
THE MILITARY CASE
Robert J. Stevenson

THE TUNGUS EVENT, OR THE GREAT SIBERIAN METEORITE
John Engledew
228 pages.

"ARISTOCRAT" AND "THE COMMUNITY "
TWO PHILOSOPHICAL DIALOGUES
Nicholas J. Pappas

200 pages.
Thomas Wayne presents Hesse's classic story, so apt today, of the lone
individual lost in the ironic good fortune and security of bourgeois banality
and cultural conformity. Harry Haller has all the insight, all the leisure, all the
material goods he needs, yet he is not at peace with his life. A potent combination of eastern and western insights into the human search for meaning
is given new life in a joltingly fresh translation.
April S: 978-0-87586-783-0 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-784-7 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-785-4

Siberia exploded in 1908 and no one is quite sure why. What burned 830
square miles of forest and some 30 million trees on a fine summer's morning? This book combines a hard popular science approach and lively
description of the “tungus event,” giving the reader the stories of the early
expeditions, the research that has gone on over a century, and a range of
possible explanations.
February S: 978-0-87586-780-9 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-781-6 $31.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-782-3

TWO THOUSAND YEARS OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS: WORLD
POPULATION, GDP AND PPP
Alexander V. Avakov
404 pages.
Who's winning and who's losing? This book provides hard data for all who
ponder the shifting sands of power, whether economic, military or demographic, and seek keys to decipher the media news. Going far beyond the
major powers and the BRIC countries, this new economic statistical tome
compares the nations of the world in six sections: 1. Population. 2. GDP Per
Capita. 3. GDP. 4. Population Growth Rates. 5. GDP Per Capita Growth
Rates. 6. GDP Growth Rates.
January S: 978-0-87586-750-2 $30.00
H: 978-0-87586-751-9 $45.00
ebook: 978-0-87586-752-6

256 pages.
Military justice issues have become increasingly hot since 9/11 as the types
and frequency of sanctioning have changed since World War II and questions arise over treatment of officers vs. enlisted men. A sociologist who
processed the personnel records of thousands of Airmen and Officers, the
author uses a vast array of data to assess the role risk plays in the system
and the function of the officer corps as agents of social control.
March S: 978-0-87586-789-2 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-790-8 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-758-8

180 pages.
Nick Pappas combines the strengths of the classical dialogue with a
friendly, colloquial treatment of contemporary issues. 'Aristocrat' considers
duty and what it means to want to rule, and compares aristocracy to democracy. 'The Community' looks at how to create an ideal new city, ponders the
degree to which quality can be controlled from above, and debates optimal
degree of control versus freedom — interwoven with a concern for viability,
represented by the Bank.
February S: 978-0-87586-759-5 $21.95
H: 978-0-87586-760-1 $31.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-761-8

QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, NUCLEAR WEAPONS (2010)
A STATISTICAL YEARBOOK FOR STATESMEN AND CITIZENS
Alexander V. Avakov
181 pages.
Who has the most nuclear assets in the Middle East? Whose power is waning, whose increasing? Economic, demographic and military indicators
establish the pecking order for 232 countries analyzed in this yearbook, with
estimates of all nuclear arsenals including rarely published data on nonsignatory nations.
January S: 978-0-87586-774-8 $26.95
H: 978-0-87586-775-5 45.00
ebook: 978-0-87586-776-2

2009 Fall
THE GOOD SOLDIER AS THE ENEMY WITHIN
The Conduct of the US Military and Operation Iron Triangle, Iraq
Stjepan G. Mestrovic
238 pages.
An expert witness in legal cases involving rules of engagement and the
US military murder of prisoners, Prof. Mestrovic exposes profound contradictions and systemic flaws that confuse criminal brutality and heroism,
making victims of soldiers like Sergeant Michael Leahy who won a purple
heart but also was sentenced to life imprisonment in 2009.
Soft: 978-087586-741-0 $23.95
Hard: 978-087586-742-7 $33.95
eBook: 978-087586-743-4
September

NIETZSCHE ON WAR
Rebekah S. Peery

196 pages.

Prof. Peery offers new interpretations of Nietzsche’s ideas regarding power,
values, nature, contrariety, and language, truth and deception, religion,
experience, sexuality and sexual politics – that could provide new and provocative approaches toward dealing with the rising menace of war. She
shows that had Nietzsche directly focussed on questions concerning war,
his interpretations of its destructive, corrosive nature would have matched
his critique of Christianity in substance and intensity.
Soft: 978-0-87586-690-1 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-691-8 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-692-5
March

WILLIAM MCGUFFEY: MENTOR TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY
Quentin R. Skrabec, Jr.
256 pages.
“McGuffey Readers,” the schoolhouse texts that dominated America from
1836 to 1920, revolutionized education, merging basic principles with classic readings. Prof. Skrabec cites leading American industrialists, presidents
and supreme court judges who credit McGuffey for instilling the basic principles of capitalism and democracy while promoting the virtue of helping the
poor.
Soft: 978-087586-726-7 $23.95
Hard: 978-087586-727-4 $33.95
eBook: 978-087586-728-1
September

SOCRATES AND JESUS:
THE DIALOGUE THAT SHAPED WESTERN CIVILIZATION
Michael Hattersley

224 pages.

Socrates and Jesus both promoted a disinterest in material things, attempted to define the moral life, and died martyrs. But this essay analyzes their
opposing definitions of the ultimate or the divine, their radically conflicting
views of love and reason, their understanding of civil society and the role of
laws, their epistemology (how we know) and eschatology (the ultimate purpose of the universe), and their fundamental understanding of how humankind could progress.
Soft: 978-087586-729-8 $23.95
Hard: 978-087586-730-4 $33.95
eBook: 978-087586-731-1 November

SACRED WELLS
A STUDY IN THE HISTORY, MEANING, AND MYTHOLOGY OF HOLY WELLS AND WATERS
Gary R. Varner
244 pages.
Natural springs, wells and waterfalls have long inspired legends and traditional practices that both celebrate and seek to manage the awe and wonder of the universe. Folklorist Varner tours the world, with a special focus on
the British Isles and Europe, highlighting water sources venerated from
pagan times and those named for Christian saints as well, and their associated legends.
Soft: 978-087586-717-5 $21.95
Hard: 978-087586-718-2 $31.95
eBook: 978-087586-719-9 July

THE NEO COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
LOOKING AGAIN AT THE INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY
Filip Spagnoli

176 pages.

Could communism, after all, have something to contribute to the pressing
debate over humanity and societal well being versus the corporation?
Examining the original theory and worldview presented by communism, the
author, a European banker, finds clues to how we might tackle some of the
problems inherent in capitalism.
Soft: 978-087586-735-9 $23.95
Hard: 978-087586-736-6 $33.95
eBook: 978-087586-737-3 December

2010: CALIFORNIA AFTER ARNOLD
Stephen D. Cummings, Patrick Reddy

204 pages.

Two political analysts detail Schwarzenegger’s place in California politics,
his impact on the political landscape, and the demographic and economic
forces that will color the 2010 election including the current global economic crisis. They discuss the historical context since 1911 and provide an
original and comprehensive collection of California demographic and voter
data from 1960 to present.
Soft: 978-087586-738-0
$23.95
Hard: 978-087586-739-7 $33.95
eBook: 978-087586-740-3 October

THE RIGHTS OF MY PEOPLE
Q UEEN LILIUOKALANI AND THE FIGHT
Neil Thomas Proto

FOR

H AWAII

292 pages.

In the face of bigotry, condescension, and deception even by her own legal
advisors, Hawaii’s queen led an unending battle to recover the islands’
sovereignty and dignity, going before Congress repeatedly to challenge the
complicity of the United States in the coup d’etat in 1893 and annexation in
1898. Prof. Proto, a lawyer, consults court records and letters to highlight
Liliuokalani’s political, legal, and media maneuvers as she fought for her
land and people.
Soft: 978-087586-720-5 $23.95
Hard: 978-087586-721-2 $33.95
eBook: 978-087586-722-9
August

NOISE: COMPULSORY MEDIA AND OUR LOSS OF AUTONOMY
Robert Freedman
180 pages.
Faced with shrinking audiences, media companies are forcing people to
consume TV and digital content outside the home by turning public settings
into captive-audience platforms — buses, trains, elevators, taxis, subways,
office lobbies, even schools. Freedman shows how Americans are mounting resistance to being held captive to the rising use of media in abusive,
penetrating ways.
Soft: 978-087586-714-4 $22.95
Hard: 978-087586-715-1 $32.95
eBook: 978-087586-716-8
July

DEVELOPING THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHEREA
UN PRESCRIPTION FOR THE THIRD MILLENNIUM
Paulos Milkias

244 pages.

How can we account for the growing gap between the North and the South
despite four decades of efforts to foster development in the countries of the
Southern hemisphere? A Horn of Africa expert, Prof. Milkias reports on
various UN programs, evaluating their stated objectives and the results they
have produced.
Soft: 978-087586-723-6 $23.95
Hard: 978-087586-724-3 $33.95
eBook: 978-087586-725-0
August

ROOTS OF CATACLYSM: THE QUESTION OF ATLANTIS
Richard W. Welch

224 pages.

TUMULT ON THE HORIZON
UNLIMITED GROWTH ON A FINITE PLANET
Richard Mosey

214 pages.

The geology, geography and climatology of the last Ice Age offer evidence
both for and against the existence of Atlantis. The author proposes that
geopulsation of the earth together with tectonic shifts and catastrophic volcanos could have created a land bridge connecting Europe to the midAtlantic; and he explores what that could mean for the origins of preColumbian American civilizations.
Soft: 978-087586-732-8 $21.95
Hard: 978-087586-733-5 $31.95
eBook: 978-087586-734-2
December

The short-term benefits of unlimited growth are driving the American economic and social model right off a cliff. The author shows how corporations
drown out scientists and global elites prosper during economic collapse. He
explores the role of monotheistic religions in abetting population growth and
downplaying human agency in the current unprecedented crisis and charts
the effects of increasing poverty, population migration, and social tension.
Soft: 978-087586-744-1 $22.95
Hard: 978-087586-745-8 $32.95
eBook: 978-087586-746-5
November

2009 Spring
1968: DREAMS OF REVOLUTION
Wilber W. Caldwell

238 pages.

The 1960s still loom in the national rearview mirror as a kind of cultural
myth. Where did it all come from — the activism, violence, and drugs, the
counterculture, the permissiveness, the radical politics — and what were
they thinking? This book offers a neat cinéma vérité narrative of violence,
social conscience, and political and cultural rebellion, tracing the heartbeat
of student uprisings with flashbacks between New York, Frankfurt and Paris.
Soft: 978-0-87586-678-9 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-679-6 $33.95
eBook:978-0-87586-680-2
February

A RUINOUS AND UNHAPPY WAR: NEW ENGLAND AND THE WAR OF 1812
James H. Ellis
244 pages.
Naval battles and the impressment of sailors, incursions into coastal towns,
and fears fanned by British alliances with the Indians are detailed in the
diaries and letters of common folk while the epic events of the War of 1812
are chronicled in government documents and newspapers in this entertaining, well-researched study.
Soft: 978-0-87586-690-1 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-691-8 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-692-5
March

QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, NUCLEAR WEAPONS
A STATISTICAL YEARBOOK FOR STATESMEN AND CITIZENS (2009)
Alexander V. Avakov
192 pages.
The foundations of power politics in the nuclear age, fundamental forces that
drive events in the international news, and seldom-discussed factors that can
shift whole economies may be discerned from the statistical tables presented
in this novel yearbook. Economic, demographic and military indicators establish the pecking order for 230 countries, with estimates of all nuclear arsenals
including non-signatory nations. Updated and streamlined for 2009.
Soft: 978-0-87586-675-8 $26.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-676-5 $45
eBook: 978-0-87586-677-2
January

GODS, HEROES AND TYRANTS: GREEK CHRONOLOGY IN CHAOS
Emmet Sweeney
b/w illustrations
196 pages.
Early Greek history as found in the textbooks leaves spurious “dark age” gaps
where the evidence fails to match historians’ fixed ideas. Dramatic claims
regarding the Trojan War, and the “Mask of Agamemnon,” are argued in detail
from both an archaeological and a literary perspective, unraveling historical
conundrums that have stumped classicists for generations.
Soft: 978-0-87586-681-9 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-682-6 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-683-3
March

THE UPSIDE-DOWN TREE: INDIA'S CHANGING CULTURE
Richard Connerney
180 pages.

MEMOIRS OF A COLD WARRIOR: THE STRUGGLE FOR NUCLEAR PARITY
Lee Carpenter
256 pages.

Beyond the call centers of Bangalore and Delhi and Westernized cities like
Mumbai, a huge slice of humanity remains invisible and impenetrable to most
Americans. The real people of India deal with wrenching global changes in
the agricultural, economic, and political spheres; local farms, businesses,
marriage, and even language have to adapt. The author, a professor of world
religions and Eastern philosophy, provides details and context.
Soft: 978-0-87586-648-2 $21.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-649-9 $31.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-650-5
April

The Soviets established overwhelming strategic military superiority in the
1970s and 1980s, according to the author, who served on the intellectual
frontlines of the Cold War. A weapons system and force structure analyst, he
advised the US technical, military, and diplomatic teams 1952–1989, from the
Air Force to the Pentagon to arms negotiator Amb. Max Kampelman. His
studies — tested by many, refuted by none — helped provide essential strategic parity and stability for the next twenty-odd years.
Soft: 978-0-87586-702-1 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-703-8 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-704-5
March

THE AUTHENTIC CONSTITUTION: RECLAIMING AMERICA'S LEGACY
Arthur Palumbo, Jr.
264 pages.

OF HERDS AND HERMITS: AMERICA'S LONE WOLVES AND SUBMISSIVE SHEEP
Terry Reed
204 pages.

This well-documented book discusses the origin and purpose of the US
Constitution and explores the founding principles of the American republic.
He clarifies its provisions for the proper powers of Congress, monetary policy
and taxation, the government's role in regulating commerce, in war, and in
foreign policy, the right to bear arms, immigration and other hot-button issues,
cutting through many of the misconceptions that leave citizens confounded.
Soft: 978-0-87586-705-2 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-706-9 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-707-6
May

Why is the American intellectual a loner and outcast? Celebrated for its
independence and fearless individualism, anti-intellectual America in fact
dismisses independent thinkers and nonconformists in favor of team players, the company man, and the go-along-to-get-along mentality. The book
compares literary loners we admire, like Poe and Melville and Dickinson,
with the man in the street, a compulsive joiner of clubs and herds from
university frats to the Order of the Pink Goat.
Soft: 978-0-87586-684-0
$22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-685-7 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-686-4
February

NIGERIA'S MILITARY COUP CULTURE: OIL, POLITICS AND VIOLENCE
Max Siollun
214 pages.
An insider traces the details of ambition gone wrong in Nigeria, Africa's most
populous country. When Nigeria gained independence from Britain in 1960
hopes were high that, with mineral wealth and a relatively educated workforce, it would become Africa's first superpower and a stabilizing democratic influence in the region. However, the democratic government was
over-thrown in a violent military coup, and from 1966 until 1999, the army
held onto power almost uninterrupted under a succession of increasingly
authoritarian governments.
Soft: 978-0-87586-708-3 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-709-0 $33.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-710-6
April

TSARS AND PRETENDERS: BORIS GODUNOV AND THE TIME OF TROUBLES
Daniel H. Shubin
224 pages.
Incomparable villains and heroes surge through the history of medieval
Russia. Ivan IV may have been dubbed the Terrible, but what followed was
far worse. This volume is the history of Russia's struggle through a period
of weak rulers, false pretendants to the throne, foreign invasions and civil
strife. Even the weather was disastrous, and famine was inevitable. War,
butchery and betrayals ensued until the Romanov Dynasty took control.
This is an original translation from classic Russian sources.
Soft: 978-0-87586-687-1 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-688-8 $32.95
eBook: 978-0-87586-689-5
May

THE MAKING OF THE AMERICAN DREAM: AN UNCONVENTIONAL HISTORY. TWO-VOLUME SET.
Lewis E. Kaplan

540 pages.

Setting out to debunk a wide selection of myths about America, the author synthesizes what perhaps was never denied in our standard histories — but was never
spelled out, either. Some inconvenient questions emerge. Was lust for land the real driving force behind every war in US history? In a lively narrative, Kaplan describes
how an agricultural hinterland evolved into an industrial colossus. As a society of small towns grew into a nation of large cities, the republican government gradually
edged towards becoming a democracy — a form of government abjured by the Founding Fathers. He demonstrates that in many ways Lincoln was our worst wartime
president (save Madison), and that Reconstruction was doomed from the start; then chronicles the fledgling Labor movement in the 19th century, handily discredited
through equation with “anarchists,” and explores the cynicism with which McKinley embarked on the Spanish–American War. By the way, was a British general's lust
for a fellow officer's wife a factor in the loss of the American colonies?
June
Volume 1 Soft Cover: 978-0-87586-693-2 $23.95
Volume 1 Hard Cover: 978-0-87586-694-9
$33.95
Volume 1 eBook: 978-0-87586-695-6
Volume 2 Soft Cover: 978-0-87586-696-3 $23.95
Volume 2 Hard Cover: 978-0-87586-697-0
$33.95
Volume 2 eBook: 978-0-87586-698-7

Fall 2008
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT? A SOCIAL ANATOMY OF AN AMERICAN
WAR CRIME — OPERATION IRON TRIANGLE, IRAQ
196 pages.
Blackwater, Abu Ghraib and other scandals of the Iraq War were presaged by
the murderous Operation Iron Triangle in May 2006 when US soldiers were
ordered to kill all Iraqis of military age. The soldiers were imprisoned; the officer was merely reprimanded. Mestrovic details the American leadership’s
fake commitment to the Geneva Conventions and the rule of law, fake due
process for defendants, fake goals of promoting democracy, and compulsion
to repeat our errors in Vietnam.
Soft: 978-0-87586-672-7 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-673-4 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-674-1
August

Stjepan Mestrovic, PhD

NIETZSCHE, PHILOSOPHER OF THE PERILOUS PERHAPS
196 pages.
As the world faces a rapidly growing specter of religious turmoil and threat,
this timely study provides an overview of Friedrich Nietzsche’s positions and
ideas about power and his analysis of the effects Christianity can have on
Western culture.
Soft: 978-0-87586-642-0 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-643-7 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-644-4
September

Rebekah Peery, PhD

THOMAS JEFFERSON: THOUGHTS ON WAR AND REVOLUTION

180 pages.
Jefferson’s voluminous correspondence is edited to highlight his comments
regarding war and revolution. The letters are presented in their original format, with explanatory notes and the identities of addressees, for a general
readership and for students of military, diplomatic, or political history.
Soft: 978-0-87586-636-9 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-637-6 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-638-3
October

Brett F. Woods, PhD

SLAVES TO RACISM: AN UNBROKEN CHAIN FROM AMERICA TO
LIBERIA
264 pages.
American racism traps Blacks even in Africa. A Liberian-born, US-educated
professor of sociology and anthropology, the author is conversant with the
dominant and the subordinate groups in both Liberia and America. As he
chronicles the compulsive and repetitious nature of racism and its destructive effects on peoples and societies, Dr. Dennis’s observations of the twists
of irony and misplaced pride on all sides will provoke a wry smile as well as
dismay.
Soft: 978-0-87586-585-0 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-586-7 $33.95
October
ebook: 978-0-87586-587-4

Benjamin Dennis, PhD and Anita Dennis

CONTROVERT—OR ON THE LIE, AND OTHER ESSAYS

MARGARET THATCHER: A PORTRAIT OF THE IRON LADY

234 pages.
This succinct and vigorous biography of the Iron Lady presents the essentials
of her background and her administration as British Prime Minister, explains
her role from a long-term perspective, and shows how she fought to attain policy reforms that are now taken for granted. Blundell has known Lady Thatcher
since 1970.
Soft: 978-0-87586-630-7 $24.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-631-4 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-632-1
October

John Blundell

ETHIOPIA AND THE UNITED STATES: HISTORY, DIPLOMACY AND ANALYSIS

244 pages.
Explaining the issues and what is at stake in the current turmoil between
Ethiopia and her neighbors, including Somalia, this informative and authoritative study presents the history of diplomatic relations and shifting
alliances between the United States and Ethiopia in the context of Cold War
politics, the roles of the Ethiopian Jews, and the Ethiopian diaspora in the
West.
Soft: 978-0-87586-645-1 $23.95
Hard 978-0-87586-646-8 $33.95
November
eBook 978-0-87586-647-5

Getachew Metaferia, PhD

THROUGH ALIEN EYES—A VIEW OF AMERICA AND INTERCULTURAL
MARRIAGES
280 pages.
A Russian-born journalist presents a bemused view of Americans and our
lifestyle through the funny, frustrating and sometimes unfathomably different
customs and expectations that can surface in international marriages.
Soft: 978-0-87586-639-0 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-640-6 $32.95
October
ebook: 978-0-87586-641-3

Elena Popova

REPUBLICAN TREASON—REPUBLICAN FASCISM EXPOSED
256 pages.
Tracing its origins to the Eisenhower Administration, the author questions the
US policy of political warfare directed against democratic movements across
the world on the false grounds that they were “communistic” or “terroristic”
and a threat to American security. Highlighting similarities between Fascism
and today’s Republican Party and the Conservative agenda, he presents a
dense compendium of quotes from books and periodicals, mostly conservative Republican, and some from their liberal critics.
Soft: 978-0-87586-666-6 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-667-3 $32.95
September
ebook: 978-0-87586-668-0

Joseph Burrell

A MEDICAL DOCTOR EXAMINES LIFE ON THREE CONTINENTS—
A PAKISTANI VIEW
214 pages.
This sweeping narrative traces an eventful life from the turmoil and disintegration following the partition of India to the welfare state of the UK in the
1960s, then to changing times in Canada and the United States. Discussing
politics, government policies, and popular movements, Dr. Ehtisham shows
how nations as well as individual lives are shaped by historical events, economic changes, religious fundamentalism, class systems and racial divides.
Soft: 978-0-87586-633-8 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-634-5 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-635-2
October

214 pages.
The author takes a quizzical philosophical look at the conundrums life
places before us. Is it ever right to lie? Is ambition the indispensable fire that
enables us to reach for the stars or a destructive drive to assert ourselves?
How can we be sure of the distinctions between what is right and what is
contemptible, between pity and love, respect, fear and hate?
Soft: 978-0-87586-651-2 $21.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-652-9 $31.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-653-6
November

Syed M. A. Ehtisham, MD

EMPRESS WU THE GREAT—TANG DYNASTY IN CHINA

POWER AND POLICY: AMERICA'S FIRST STEPS TO SUPERPOWER
1889-1922

Nicholas J. Pappas

188 pages.
Empress Wu ruled China for twenty years during the Tang Dynasty in the
seventh century. Enigmatic as well as ambitious, she was one of just two
women in all of history to reign over this Asian giant. Dr. Woo digs through
chronicles and stories to pull together what is known about her family, her
rise to prominence, and how she gained power against all the odds.
Soft: 978-0-87586-660-4 $21.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-661-1 $31.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-662-8
November

X. L. Woo, PhD

280 pages.
Through its military policy and foreign policy, America attained superpower status in a remarkably short period of time. Nations survive based on their ability to
provide internal order and external defense. Unfortunately, foreign policy goals
are not always obtained, and sometimes those goals are based on questionable
concepts. The book asks when military action is needed and how such action
can change the very context within which foreign policy unfolds.
Soft: 978-0-87586-663-5 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-625-3 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-626-0
October

Lawrence Lenz

Spring 2008
DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS — RHETORIC AND REALITY
Tables and figures. 300 pages.
Drawing on authoritative nationwide surveys and a wide range of quips and
quotes, the author outlines the profiles of the average Republican and
Democrat. Their lifestyles, ethics, intelligence, and achievements are detailed
in a multitude of charts and statistics. A recognized whistleblower who identified $2BN in false Social Security claims, the author pokes fun while poking
holes in our prejudices about both national parties.
Soft: 978-0-87586-603-1 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-604-8 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-605-5
March

Joseph Fried

MINIMUM WAGE POLICY IN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES

Tables and figures. 224 pages.
Analyzing wage policies and the political ideas that underlie them, including
the irony of an Iraq funding bill leading to a minimum wage increase, this
book compares not only Federal but State minimum wage policies and
those of Britain as well. Going beyond the debate on pubic expenditure programs, the author examines the future of the "welfare state" — not from a
perspective of entitlement but of citizenship in a public polity.
Soft: 978-0-87586-600-0 $24.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-601-7 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-602-4
February

Jerold L. Waltman

LIVING WITHIN LIMITS— A FACT-BASED SEARCH FOR TRUTH
268 pages.
Explaining and appreciating the scientific method and major scientific challenges such as measuring the known universe, the theoretical and experimental underpinnings for theories of evolution, and the unraveling of DNA, a
research scientist discusses the difference between knowledge and belief. As
the only conscious, rational beings on earth, he concludes that humans must
take responsibility for our role overseeing the living kingdom on our planet.
Soft: 978-0-87586-585-0 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-586-7 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-587-4
May

OCCUPATION AND INSURGENCY—
LESSONS FROM THE GERMAN OCCUPATION OF THE USSR IN WORLD WAR II

50 b/w photos and maps. 312 pages.
Evaluating German actions following the invasion of the Soviet Union, their
interpretation and execution of orders, and their breaching of ethical and legal
responsibilities instead of "winning the hearts and minds" of a population disaffected with their national leader, a military history professor looks at Nazi
racial, counter-partisan and counterinsurgency policies in the context of The
Hague and the Geneva Conventions and suggests that the way an occupation is carried out can create an insurgency where none existed before.
Soft: 978-0-87586-609-3 $24.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-610-9 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-611-6
April

Colin Heaton

PERILS OF EMPIRE — THE ROMAN REPUBLIC AND THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC

256 pages.
How far will the similarities extend between the history of America and of
Rome’s Republic? This well-researched study of long-term trends as well as
current events highlights the difficulties of balancing the demands of ruling
an empire against democratic political institutions and political freedoms.
Soft: 978-0-87586-612-3 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-613-0 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-614-7
April

Monte L. Pearson

RED STATES, BLUE STATES, AND THE COMING SHARECROPPER
SOCIETY

Statistical tables. 300 pages.
Countering the conservative Red State culture and its result, a quasi-vassal
state indebted to foreign interests, the author analyzes Democratic Party politics and lays out a theoretical justification and historic, economic and social
framework for advancing a new set of liberal-progressive ideas. Analyzing
Red and Blue regions within states and the links with local economic history, he shows how the Democrats can become the majority party again.
Soft: 978-0-87586-627-7 $24.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-628-4 $35.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-629-1
April

Kenneth M. Merz

Stephen D. Cumming s

VITALITY, THE BEST OF LIVING

PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES ON WORLD CINEMA

Richard Esser

Pedro Blas Gonzalez

220 pages.
Exploring some of the most destructive elements of living and their apparent opposites, a psychiatrist of international stature shows that the best and
worst are closely related and illustrates how rage may be used to fuel
courage, panic may generate initiative, and hopelessness can be turned to
achievement, bringing a new vitality to life.
Soft: 978-0-87586-618-5 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-619-2 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-620-8
February

A DIMLY BURNING WICK — MEMOIR FROM THE RUINS OF HIROSHIMA
Sadako Teiko Okuda, with Pamela B. Verg un
Drawing s by Mia Nolting

180 pages.
In an agonizing diary, a survivor of Hiroshima relates the horror of searching through smoldering rubble for signs of her family. The dazed and dying
children and adults she tried to save stunned her with their dignity and
enduring will to help others, to hold their families together, and to avoid bitterness and blame. An introduction and supporting essays provide a context
in history and social psychology.
Soft: 978-0-87586-560-7 $21.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-561-4 $29.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-562-1
March

THE BIG BANG AND RELATIVE IMMORTALITY
224 pages.
From Ancient Greece to the frontiers of modern science, some egregious
blunders have been made in both philosophy and in theoretical physics. The
old theory of Continuous Creation was blown up by the Big Bang theory, but
the author shows that this is just another ontological quagmire that conflicts
with the First Law of Thermodynamics (conservation)—and common sense.
Surveying scientific principles, he discerns where they can and cannot illuminate our understanding.
Soft: 978-0-87586-606-2 $21.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-607-9 $29.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-608-6
June

Sebastian Sisti

200 pages.
Films and film directors have had much to say about the human condition.
Essays appraising John Huston, Orson Welles, Jacques Tati, Jean-Pierre
Melville, Andrei Tarkovsky, and Francois Truffaut bring into focus the ways
they present diverse aspects of life through allegory and metaphor, at times
more direct, at times more detached, enabling us to accept the greatest lessons taught by reality.
Soft: 978-0-87586-615-4 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-616-1 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-617-8
April

NORMAN THOMAS — EARLY CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST

320 pages.
A conscientious objector in two world wars and a relentless advocate for world
peace as well as social justice, Norman Thomas was tear-gassed, arrested,
and jailed as he stood up for the rights of minorities, immigrants, and the working poor. This biography highlights the values that lay behind his six bids for
the Presidency, values which included aspects of socialism but which also
conflicted with the views of many Leftists.
Soft: 978-0-87586-621-5 $22.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-622-2 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-623-9
June

Raymond F. Greg ory

THE GENESIS OF ISRAEL AND EGYPT
AGES IN ALIGNMENT SERIES, VOL.1, NEW EDITION

b/w illustrations. 228 pages.
Ages in Alignment seeks to resolve contradictions in accepted theories of history, and concludes that all the ancient civilizations arose simultaneously around
1100 BC. Volume I examines the archaeological evidence for the Flood and the
rise of the first literate cultures in the wake of the catastrophe and traces the
story of the great migration which led groups of early Mesopotamians westwards
towards Egypt. A few generations later Imhotep is shown to be the same person
as Joseph. With this new edition of Vol. 1, the series is complete.
Soft: 978-0-87586-624-6 $23.95
Hard: 978-0-87586-625-3 $33.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-626-0
March

Emmet Sweeney

Fall 2007
MAX WEBER'S COMPLETE WRITINGS
ON ACADEMIC AND POLITICAL VOCATIONS
John Dreijmanis (Ed.), Gordon C. Wells (Trans.)

BREWING BATTLES: THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN BEER
Amy Mittelman

268 pages.
All of Max Weber's writings on academic and political vocations are collected in a new and more faithful translation, including essays on academia
only recently published in German, with annotation including an analysis of
Weber's personality.
November S: 978-0-87586-548-5 $24.95
H: 978-0-87586-549-2 $40
ebook: 978-0-87586-550-8

208 pages.
Brewing Battles is the comprehensive story of the American brewing industry from its colonial beginnings to the present. Although today's beer companies have their roots in pre-Prohibition business, historical developments
and government policy since Repeal have affected breweries, and the
tastes and habits of beer-drinking consumers as well.
December S: 978-0-87586-572-0 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-573-7 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-574-4

NEUTRAL GROUND: A POLITICAL HISTORY OF ESPIONAGE FICTION
Brett F. Woods

NOTES FROM THE OTHER CHINA—ADVENTURES IN ASIA
Troy Parfitt

180 pages.
A professor of history and military studies with a doctorate in literature provides a perceptive history of geopolitical intrigue and its influence on the
authors who fashioned one of the most popular forms of entertainment in
the literate world—the spy novel.
September S: 978-0-87586-533-1 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-534-8 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-535-5

248 pages.
Notes is an insightful romp based on the author's decade-long experience as
an English teacher in Taiwan and Korea, with expeditions to the Philippines,
Thailand, Cambodia, Nepal and Vietnam—a clash of civilizations with (usually) the best of intentions.
September S: 978-087586-582-9 $22.95
H: 978-087586-583-6 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-584-3

THE PATH OF REASON—A PHILOSOPHY OF NONBELIEF
Bruce A. Smith

THE RAMESSIDES, MEDES AND PERSIANS
VOL. 4, AGES IN ALIGNMENT SERIES
Emmet Sweeney

224 pages.
Reexamining the ideas of faith and reason, the author demonstrates the
value of critical thinking to dissect confusing and misleading ideas and to
uncover important, although sometimes difficult, truths so that “hopes”
grounded in faith are replaced by a sense of realistic possibilities and a
greater understanding of the human condition.
October S: 978-0-87586-579-9 $22.95
H: 978-087586-580-5 $34.95
ebook: 978-087586-581-2

ICE AGE EXTINCTION: CAUSE AND HUMAN CONSEQUENCES
Jim Snook

180 pages.
This originally-researched reconstruction of ancient chronology seeks to
resolve contradictions in accepted theories of history, like pyramids being
constructed without a knowledge of Pythagorean geometry. The series concludes with Vol. 4 showing that the so-called Neo-Assyrian and NeoBabylonian kings were actually Persians using Semitic names.
September S:978-0-87586-542-3 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-543-0 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-544-7

188 pages.
An earth scientist pins the cause of the great extinction on insufficient carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to support plant life, disrupting the food
chain. After the last ice age, atmospheric carbon dioxide increased by about
50% and human, plant, and animal populations rebounded. Where are we
in this cycle now?
October S: 978-0-87586-557-7 $21.95
H:978-0-87586-558-4 $32.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-559-1

DARKEST EUROPE AND AFRICA'S NIGHTMARE
A CRITICAL OBSERVATION OF NEIGHBORING CONTINENTS
Akinyi Princess of K'Orinda-Yimbo

A COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY OF
THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION AND AMENDMENTS
David R. Wood
400 pages.

WILLIAM MCKINLEY, APOSTLE OF PROTECTIONISM
Quentin R. Skrabec, Jr.

256 pages.
Poking fun at Western hypocrisy and greed, and African vanity and passivity, a London-educated Kenyan princess suggests the aid industry does
more harm than good, dissuading Africans from defending their turf while
foreign corporations scoop up all the resources.
October S: 978-0-87586-518-8 $22.95
H: 978-0-87586-519-5 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-520-1

This history relates the process by which the Constitution was crafted,
defines each clause, describes the amendment process, and outlines the
impact of each of the 27 amendments that have been formally proposed.
November S: 978-0-87586-591-1 $33
H: 978-0-87586-592-8 $48
ebook: 978-0-87586-593-5

300 pages.
Big business vs. workers, protectionism vs. free trade, isolationism vs. international assertiveness—balancing interests that are just as powerful today,
President McKinley orchestrated a unique duet of protectionism and reciprocity that ushered in a great period of economic growth.
November S: 978-0-87586-576-8 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-577-5 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-578-2

ON THE CAUSES OF ECONOMIC GROWTH
Carlos Sabillon

WORLD HERITAGE MONUMENTS AND RELATED EDIFICES IN INDIA
Ali Javid
440 pages (500 color illustrations).

348 pages.
What is the key factor in wealth creation? Step by step, an international economist analyzes global economic performance over four centuries and demonstrates the weakness of both laissez-faire and protectionist theories. He identifies one factor that must be present to generate economic growth.
November S: 978-0-87586-588-1 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-589-8 $34.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-590-4

This copiously illustrated study describes the best of Indian sculpture, art and
architecture, fully annotated to convey the religious and mythological symbolism and the beauty of expression these images represent.
December S: 978-0-87586-482-2 $45
H: 978-0-87586-483-9 $75
ebook: 978-0-87586-484-6

YEARBOOKS

RUNNING OUT: CRITICAL RESOURCES, RESERVES AND
CONSUMPTION IN STATISTICS (2008)
Pablo Rafael Gonzalez
240 pages.

QUALITY OF LIFE, BALANCE OF POWERS, NUCLEAR WEAPONS
A STATISTICAL YEARBOOK FOR STATESMEN AND CITIZENS (2008)
Alexander V. Avakov
396 pages.

Scarcity of natural resources, over-exploitation and pollution are the laws of
nature, economics, and international rivalry we most need to watch. This
statistical study cuts to the heart of the economic and environmental
aspects of competition for resources, particularly petroleum.
December S: 978-0-87586-597-3 $23.95
H: 978-0-87586-598-0 $38.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-599-7

Economic, demographic and military indicators establish the pecking order
for 230 countries, with estimates of all nuclear arsenals including non-signatory nations; the quality of life and balance of powers are measured
1500–2007, with detailed data on the developed market economies.
December S: 978-0-87586-594-2 $26.95
H: 978-0-87586-595-9 $45
ebook: 978-0-87586-596-6

Spring 2007
ALEXANDER HAMILTON: AMERICA'S FORGOTTEN FOUNDER
Joseph A. Murray
Hamilton was a strong voice in the debates and controversies in
the early days of the Republic; he was no populist, but his contributions to policy and government structure welded 13 independent-minded colonies into a strong and unified country.
S: 978-0-87586-500-3 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-502-7

H: 978-0-87586-501-0
244 pages

$32
March

25 DOCTRINES OF LAW:
SURVIVAL TOOLS FOR A LITIGIOUS SOCIETY
Philip Chase Tobin
Decoding some of the legalistic boiler-plate that lawyers use
to confuse, intimidate and throw us off the scent, Tobin
explains 25 doctrines of law in a non-jargon format and
shows how they apply in legal cases and real-life scenarios.

CRIMES OF PUNISHMENT
AMERICA'S CULTURE OF VIOLENCE
Theodore Dorpat
An award-winning psychoanalyst, forensic psychiatrist and
scholar investigates corporal punishment, incarceration, capital punishment, and emotional abuse, shows they are ineffectual, and observes that we reap just what we sow: more
violence and misbehavior, and more violent individuals.
S: 978-0-87586-563-8 $24.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-565-2

H: 978-0-87586-564-5 $35
300 pages
June

$32.95
March

MAKING HUMAN RIGHTS REAL
Filip Spagnoli
Spagnoli analyzes the human rights commonly accepted by
the international community today and searches for a means
to help more nations embrace these values, and probes some
of the related controversies regarding sovereignty and cultural imperialism.

VIBRANT ANDALUSIA
THE SPICE OF LIFE IN SOUTHERN SPAIN
Ana Ruiz
Illustrated
The culture of Spain is rich with artistic, scholarly, technical
and commercial contributions of Phoenicians, Romans,
Arabs, Jews and Gypsies, traces of which still add spice to
the food, dance and architectural monuments glowing in the
generous rays of the sun.

THE PYRAMID AGE (VOL. 2, "AGES IN ALIGNMENT")
Emmet Sweeney
Inspired by Velikovsky's "Ages in Chaos," Sweeney, a professor
specializing in Egyptology, convincingly argues for a much more
radical shortening of ancient chronology and asserts that
Velikovsky ran into a dead end because he placed too much
reliance on the Bible as a chronological measuring rod.

S: 978-0-87586-536-2 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-538-6

S: 978-0-87586-539-3 $21.95
e-book: 978-0-87586-541-6

H: 978-0-87586-537-9
224 pages

H: 978-0-87586-540-9 $27.95
216 pages.
May

S: 978-0-87586-569-0 $23.95
Ebook: 978-0-87586-571-3

S: 978-0-87586-566-9 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-568-3

H: 978-0-87586-570-6
224 pages

$31.95
April

H: 978-0-87586-567-6 $31.95
224 pages
April

ORTEGA'S "THE REVOLT OF THE MASSES"
AND THE TRIUMPH OF THE NEW MAN
Pedro Blas Gonzalez
A detailed study of Ortega y Gasset's “Revolt of the Masses”
(1930) demonstrates the relevance of his social/political categories in light of today's moral, spiritual and intellectual
bankruptcy. This work is a fundamental tool for students of
existentialism and 20th-century European philosophy; references to Camus, Marcel, Lewis, Nietzsche, and Pieper.

CREATURES IN THE MIST
LITTLE PEOPLE, WILD MEN AND SPIRIT BEINGS AROUND THE
WORLD, A STUDY IN COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY
Gary R. Varner
Illustrated
Varner brings together a fascinating medley of beliefs focusing
on fairies and giants, werewolves and other mythical beasts, and
the odd, helpful or threatening ways imputed to our earthly
companions—dogs, cats, bats and spiders—and the stories people have told about them since time immemorial.

WINDOWS ON JAPAN
THOUGHTS ON PLACE AND PERCEPTION
Bruce Roscoe
The Japanese are cosmopolitan and perceptive, yet in their
insular refuge they distance themselves from outsiders.
Walking through rural towns from Niigata to Yokohama, the
author considers perceptions of people and place, discusses
environmental and linguistic issues, history and literature,
and challenges Western thought about a country that perplexes as much as it pleases.

THE WHITE HOUSE SPECIAL HANDBOOK
OR HOW TO RULE THE WORLD IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Mykhaylo Kryzhanovsky
Revealing the wiles, stunts, threats, cons and power plays by
which the President shapes public opinion, leads Congress,
steers world leaders, and disarms opponents, in this survey of
US history and recent scandals an "ex-spy" gives "inside tips"
on how to get elected—and what to do next.

S: 978-0-87586-470-9 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-472-3

S: 978-0-87586-491-4 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-493-8

H: 978-0-87586-471-6
224 pages

H:978-0-87586-492-1
324 pages

$31.95
April

$31.95
June

BUILDING THE GREAT PYRAMID IN A YEAR'S
TIME: AN ENGINEER'S REPORT
Gerard C. A. Fonte
Standard theories suggest 25,000 workers slaved for 20
years to build the Great Pyramid, but an engineer examining
the artifacts and testing hypotheses shows how 10,000
workers using techniques and materials well within their
reach could have built the Great Pyramid in about 385 days.
S: 978-0-87586-521-8 $22.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-523-2

H:978-0-87586-522-5
236 pages

$29.95
June

S: 978-0-87586-545-4 $24.95
e-book: 978-0-87586-547-8

S: 978-0-87586-515-7 $22.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-517-1

H: 978-0-87586-546-1 $32.95
228 pages
April

H: 978-0-87586-516-4
280 pages

$31.95
June

HOSTILE ALIENS, HOLLYWOOD AND TODAY'S
NEWS: 1950S SCIENCE FICTION FILMS AND 9/11
Melvin E. Matthews, Jr.
Illustrated
From Cold War-era monsters to the "terrorism alerts" of the
9/11 era, politics and the psychological climate influence and
are reflected in popular culture. This thoughtful interpretation will tantalize science fiction buffs, sociologists, film historians, and politicians.
S: 978-0-87586-497-6 $22.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-499-0

H: 978-0-87586-498-3
248 pages

$29.95
April

Fall 2006
AMERICAN NARCISSISM
THE MYTH OF NATIONAL SUPERIORITY
Wilber W. Caldwell
Nationalism is unique in America. Our notions of superiority
spring from visions of chosen-ness, mission and high destiny,
frontier self-sufficiency and the triumph of the immigrant experience. Where is the line between benign patriotism and malignant nationalism, individual liberty and mass tyranny?
S: 978-0-87586-467-9
$22.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-469-3

H: 978-0-87586-468-6 $29.95
224 pages
September.

THE EMINENT DOMAIN REVOLT: THE “NEW”
CONSTITUTION AND THE LEGAL RIGHT TO HOUSING
John Ryskamp, JD
Twist the Constitution and you can un-do decades of work
sustaining the right to housing. What is the “public interest”? A legal expert analyzes recent legislative proposals and
presents a new argument for housing rights.
S: 978-0-87586-524-9 $24.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-526-3

H: 978-0-87586-525-6
$35
348 pages
December.

PLATO’S DREAMS REALIZED
SURVEILLANCE AND CITIZEN RIGHTS FROM KGB TO FBI
Alexander Avakov
In this study of the philosophical and political nature of law,
morality, rights and security, a Russian dissident shares his
experience with the KGB and then with the US national security state and details the history of political surveillance in the US.
S: 978-0-87586-494-5 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-496-9

H: 978-0-87586-495-2 $31.95
264 pages
December.

VIETNAM TO IRAQ: VETERANS AND FAMILIES, PTSD AND HEALING
VOL. 3 OF “A VIETNAM TRILOGY”
Raymond Monsour Scurfield
A nationally-renowned PTSD authority reveals the psychiatric impact of war on soldiers and veterans, denied or minimized by government and the military. Through efforts to
treat veterans of past conflicts he illustrates the inevitability of lifelong psychiatric scars from today’s conflicts as well.
S: 978-0-87586-485-3 $22.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-487-7

H: 978-0-87586-486-0 $29.95
284 pages
October.

SCOTBOM: INTELLIGENCE AND THE LOCKERBIE INVESTIGATION
Richard Marquise
The top FBI official who managed all aspects of the investigation for the US reveals what it took to bring two Libyans
to trial in this inside story of the 12-year investigation of the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie.
S: 978-0-87586-449-5 $22.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-451-8

H: 978-0-87586-450-1
$29.95
300 pages
October.

ADVERSARIAL JUSTICE: AMERICA’S COURT SYSTEM ON TRIAL
Theodore Kubicek, JD
Our adversarial legal system is used to evade the truth and
makes winning the paramount goal. Here, a law veteran proposes we shift to an inquisitorial system seeking the truth,
and recommends changes to evidentiary rules that confuse
law enforcement and juries alike.
S: 978-0-87586-527-0 $23.95
Ebook: 978-0-87586-403-7

H: 978-0-87586-528-7 $31.95
224 pages
September.

GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE, GENTLE GENIUS
Quentin Skrabec
This is a biography of Westinghouse, genius inventor from railroad and gas distribution equipment to the corporate model of
invention and research. He surpassed Edison in electricity pioneering and in managing workers too; but they both lost their
companies in the panic of 1907. The bank always wins.
S: 978-0-87586-506-5 $24.95
e-book: 978-0-87586-508-9

H: 978-0-87586-507-2 $32.95
312 pages
October.

INFINITY’S RAINBOW
THE POLITICS OF ENERGY, CLIMATE, AND GLOBALIZATION
Michael P. Byron
Exploring the links between politics, climate, energy, ecology and economics, the author shows the causes and consequences of our actions and values, and informs readers what
they can do to ensure their well being and the future survival
of human civilization. Figures, charts and tables and literary
highlights help convey the message.
S: 978-0-87586-509-6 $23.95
e-book: 978-0-87586-511-9

H: 978-0-87586-510-2 $32.95
268 pages.
December.

WINE: FROM NEOLITHIC TIMES TO THE 21ST CENTURY
Stefan Estreicher
Illustrated
The story of wine is the story of religion, medicine, science,
war, discovery and dream. This compact, engaging, easy-toread and well-illustrated text covers the essential historical
background and the key developments in the history of wine
through the ages, with lists of top vintages.

LETTERS FROM FRANCE: THE PRIVATE DIPLOMATIC
CORRESPONDENCE OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 1776-1785
Brett F. Woods, Ed.
Woods brings together a unique and perceptive collection of
documents that not only offer a rare glimpse into the complex mind of Benjamin Franklin the diplomat, but also provide new insights into the French-American alliance against
the British.

EMPIRE OF THEBES, OR AGES IN CHAOS REVISITED
Emmet Sweeney
Inspired by Velikovsky’s “Ages in Chaos,” Sweeney embarks
on a 3-part work to complete the reconstruction of ancient
history; he calls for a much more radical shortening of
ancient chronology and asserts that Velikovsky placed too
much reliance on the Bible as a chronological measuring rod.

PLATO’S THE CAVE
Roger Huard
Using The Cave as a key to Plato’s political thought, Huard
debunks conventional interpretations, conservative and
progressive, and unfolds Plato’s notions about the structure
of the world and his ideas about justice and human well
being, and challenges many of our conceptions of the cosmos
and deeply held political beliefs.

S: 978-0-87586-476-1 $24.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-478-5

S: 978-0-87586-479-2 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-481-5

H: 978-0-87586-477-8
$35
284 pages
November.

H: 978-0-87586-480-8 $31.95
268 pages
September.

S: 978-0-87586-488-4 $23.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-490-7

S: 978-0-87586-530-0 $22.95
ebook: 978-0-87586-532-4

H: 978-0-87586-489-1
$31.95
300 pages
November.

H: 978-0-87586-531-7
$29.95
200 pages
November.

Spring 2006
DESERTION AND THE AMERICAN SOLDIER: 1776-2005
Robert Fantina
248 pages.
Cowards? The motivations for desertion are many and complex. This
history reviews official policies from the Revolutionary War to
Vietnam and Iraq, and analyzes problems in the military justice system. Comprehensive data including interviews with deserters.

IN REMBRANDT’S NAME, IDENTITY AS ART
Jean-Marie Clarke
300 pages. Color illustrations.
Rembrandt changed his signature many times—but why? A professional artist examines the psychological and existential conditions
that shaped Rembrandt’s identity. Mystery and controversy abound in
this witty, wide-ranging exploration of art, artists, critics and dealers.

ENVY OF THE WORLD: AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE US
ECONOMY AND BIG BUSINESS
Timothy J. Botti
500 pages. Color-illustrations.
This massive, colorful, quick-paced compendium illustrates the rise
and development of the American economy over four centuries,
loaded with illustrations, graphs, industry genealogies, and maps.

URDU’S HISTORY: AN ARTIFICIAL DIVIDE
Abdul Jamil Khan
388 pages.
Divide and Rule: British imperial authorities declared that the
Muslims and the Hindus in India spoke two separate languages, but
linguistic evolution theory and studies in fossil linguistics show they
are one.

March S: 0-87586-431-7 $29.95 H: 0-87586-432-5 $40 ebook: 0-87586-433-3

May S: 0-87586-437-6 $29.95 H: 0-87586-438-4 $39.95 ebook: 0-87586-439-2

THE MYTHIC FOREST, THE GREEN MAN AND THE SPIRIT OF NATURE
Gary R. Varner
216 pages. Color illustrations.
Sacred traditions relating to trees and forests inform the origins and
meanings of the Green Man whose leafy visage adorns architectural
monuments in the British Isles and America, tying together history
and philosophy, folklore and religion.

GOD BLESS YOU, JOE STALIN
Lewis Kaplan
300 pages.
Stalin as the father of modern-day economics? US prosperity in the
past 60 years is directly linked to deficit spending and to individual
decisions made by US and Soviet leaders that created the Almighty
Dollar—and the whole world wants to keep the dollar strong.

March S: 0-87586-452-x $22.95 H: 0-87586-453-8 $32.95 ebook: 0-87586-454-6

July S: 0-87586-470-8 $30

May S: 0-87586-434-1 $21.95 H: 0-87586-435-x $29.95 ebook: 0-87586-436-8

June S: 0-87586-464-3 $23.95

WHY THE JAPANESE BUBBLE BURST
AND THE NEW ECONOMIC RENEWAL
Goro Gotemba
284 pages.
An analysis of 20 thriving companies charts the ups and downs of
Japan’s business and finance since 1986, looking at monetary policies,
politicians, the Bank of Japan, foreign investors, and corruption.
April S: 0-87586-461-9 $22.95 H: 0-87586-462-7 $32.95

H: 0-87586-471-6 $45

ebook: 0-87586-472-4

H: 0-87586-465-1 $32.95 ebook: 0-87586-466-x

THE BOTTOM LINE: A LAYMAN’S GUIDE TO MEDICINE
Richard K. Stanzak
240 pages.
This exposé of the medical and pharmaceutical world is designed to
educate the public on how little impact most medical interventions
have, the lack of valid research for most procedures and drugs used by
Western medicine, and the dangers of prescription drugs.

ebook: 0-87586-463-5

April S: 0-87586-455-4 $22.95

THE SHADOW OF THE WHITE ROSE
EDWARD COURTENAY, TWELFTH EARL OF DEVONSHIRE 1526-1556
James D. Taylor, Jr.
224 pages.
The last of the Plantagenets spent half his life in the Tower of London.
Released by Mary Tudor, he might have married her. Instead, he ended
his days on the Continent but his literary remains show he was no “bumbling buffoon” as he negotiated a world of intrigue and treachery. The
missing pieces to only add to the mystery.

H: 0-87586-456-2 $32.95 ebook: 0-87586-457-0

RECONSTRUCTING ALMA MATER
Philip Francis
208 pages.
An education consultant analyzes the sea changes in demographics,
technology, competition, finance and politics that are forcing educational institutions to chart a new course.
May S: 0-87586-458-9 $22.95 H: 0-87586-459-7 $32.95

ebook: 0-87586-460-0

March S: 0-87586-473-2 $22.95 H: 0-87586-474-0 $32.95 ebook: 0-87586-475-9

VETERANS AND POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS
Raymond Monsour Scurfield
280 pages.
A national faculty member for the Veterans Administration and college professor distills three decades of experience in understanding
and treating the medical and psychiatric traumas of veterans of the
Vietnam War, the Gulf War, and Iraq. (Volume 2 of A Vietnam Trilogy)

May S: 0-87586-428-7 $21.95 H: 0-87586-429-5 $31.95 ebook: 0-87586-430-9

April S: 0-87586-404-x $22.95 H: 0-87586-405-8 $28.95 ebook: 0-87586-406-6

WMD, NUKES AND NUNS
William Strabala
228 pages.
Three nuns were jailed for protesting against America’s own nuclear
WMDs—even as the Bushites were seizing on “WMD” as a rationale
for the war in Iraq. Who is truly sabotaging US national security?

A HISTORY OF RUSSIAN CHRISTIANITY (VOL. IV)
NICHOLAS II TO GORBACHEV’S EDICT ON THE FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE
Daniel Shubin
236 pages.
Vol. IV: From the fall of Imperial Russia to the rise of Communism,
the Soviet atheistic state’s plans for the liquidation of the Church,
agents-provocateurs, assassinations, and the unlikely moment in 1990
when the Church rose like the Fire Bird from apparent destruction.

April S: 0-87586-446-5 $21.95 H: 0-87586-447-3 $31.95 ebook: 0-87586-448-1

G

BOSNIA AND BEYOND, RECOGNIZING AND HALTING GENOCIDE
Jeanne Haskin
224 pages.
Bosnia explores the effects of Western influence on a developing
country, the impact of rapid economic and political reforms and the
failure of the international community to step in to quench the fears
and anger provoked by this destabilization.

May S: 0-87586-443-0 $29.95 H: 0-87586-444-9 $28.95 ebook: 0-87586-445-7

Full set for $80 soft, $110 hard cover. Each volume separately, S: $22.95, H:
$29.95.
Vol. I-From the Adoption of Christianity to Ivan IV. Vol. II-The Patriarchal Age/Peter the Great.
0-87586-287-X H: 0-87586-288-8 E: 0-87586-289-6

S: 0-87586-346-9 H: 0-87586-347-7 E: 0-87586-348-5

Vol. III-The Synodal Era and the Sectarians.:
S: 0-87586-425-2 H: 0-87586-426-0 E: 0-87586-427-9

Fall 2005
CAGED: LIFE IN GAZA
Hervé Kempf, Jérôme Equer. 200 photos.
A pair of journalists explore the frustrations and dreams of
the men, women and children of Palestine, their efforts to
construct a sort of normalcy in their constricted lives, and
their views on the prospects for peace in the months preceding the Israeli pull-out.
December (est) S 0-87586-440-6 $21.95
e-book: 087586-442-2

H: 0-87586-441-4 $28.95
244 pages.

NEVER TRUST A LOCAL
INSIDE NIXON'S CAMPAIGN AND THE WHITE HOUSE
Charles Stuart
An insider shares incidents and anecdotes that illuminate
the inner workings of a presidential campaign and life in the
White House, revealing touching moments and flashes of
personality from the controversial Nixon years.
September S: 0-87586-398-1 $21.95
ebook: 0-87586-400-7

H: 0-87586-399-x $27.95
200 pages.

NICARAGUA - IMAGINING THE NATION
Luciano Baracco
At the nexus of politics, sociology, development studies,
nationalism studies and Latin American studies, this work
takes Nicaragua as a case study to engage and advance upon
on Benedict Anderson's ideas on the origins and spread of
nationalism.
October S: 0-87586-392-2
ebook: 0-87586-394-9

$23.95

H: 0-87586-393-0 $29.95
304 pages.

THE TRAGIC CONGO
FROM DECOLONIZATION TO DICTATORSHIP
Jeanne Haskin
In the mineral-rich, dirt-poor Congo, the promise of democratic elections now offers to ignite a glorious future for the
country - or a final conflagration.
October S: 0-87586-416-3 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-418-x

H: 0-87586-417-1 $28.95
204 pages.

CHANGING PARTY COALITIONS
THE MYSTERY OF THE RED STATE-BLUE STATE ALIGNMENT
Jerry Hough
Exploring the causes of the unnatural red-state/blue-state
dichotomy in America, Hough, a professor of comparative politics, ponders the likely effects of the next economic crisis and
what it will take to create new party coalitions.
November S: 0-87586-407-4 $23.95
ebook: 0-87586-409-0

H: 0-87586-408-2 $29.95
288 pages.

DESTROYING THE REPUBLIC
JABEZ CURRY AND THE RE-EDUCATION OF THE OLD SOUTH
John Chodes
A great Confederate defender of "states' rights" paradoxically led the
program after the War to impose a national education program that
first finished off the South and later became a model for social engineering in the North and around the world.
September S: 0-87586-401-5 $23.95
H: 0-87586-402-3 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-403-1
312 pages.

THE MISSING GENE
PSYCHIATRY, HEREDITY, AND THE FRUITLESS SEARCH FOR GENES
Jay Joseph
Researchers still haven't found the genes that underlie schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, ADHD, and autism; perhaps they
do not exist. A genetic researcher in psychiatry and psychology urges we return our focus to family, social, and political
environments as the sources of psychological distress.
November S: 0-87586-410-4 $26.95
ebook: 0-87586-412-0

H: 0-87586-411-2 $34.95
248 pages.

CELIA SANCHEZ
THE LEGEND OF CUBA'S REVOLUTIONARY HEART
Rich Haney
Fearless and brilliant, Celia Sanchez was the dynamo whose
Revolution took off while Castro was sweating in prison.
Her friends share memories and her own letters to describe
her strategies, her relationship with Fidel Castro, and her
communications with Washington and Moscow.
December S: 0-87586-395-7 $21.95
ebook: 0-87586-397-3

H: 0-87586-396-5 $27.95
304 pages.

H: 0-87586-420-1 $29.95
304 pages.

THE BATTLE OF ADWA
ASSESSING ETHIOPIA’S VICTORY AGAINST COLONIALISM
Paulos Milkias, Getachew Metaferia, Eds.
Ethiopia trounced the Italians in 1896 in the greatest African
victory over Europe since Hannibal, but failed to prevent the
loss of Eritrea. The event was a powerful constitutive force
in the rise of modern Africa and pan-Africanism and
resounds in the shared memory of Africans and Black
Americans even today.

RACE TO THE FRONTIER
WHITE FLIGHT AND WESTWARD EXPANSION
John V. H. Dippel
Pioneers moved west to find a better future; and to escape
contact with a growing Black presence in the eastern United
States. Dippel demonstrates how closely racial prejudice,
economic growth, and geographical expansion have been
entwined in American history.

A HISTORY OF RUSSIAN CHRISTIANITY
VOLUME 3: 1725-1894
Daniel H. Shubin
This volume covers the era of towering personalities and great
tsars, the history of the Old Believers, the Iconoclasts, Judaizers
and other small sects, and the Christian philosophies of Leo
Tolstoy, then concludes with the last Tsar, Nicholas II,
Rasputin and declining power of Russian Orthodoxy.

RUNNING OUT: HOW GLOBAL SHORTAGES CHANGE THE
ECONOMIC PARADIGM
Pablo Rafael Gonzalez
Scarcity, over-exploitation and pollution are setting the new
paradigm of the 21st century. This is a study of the politics,
economics and environmental aspects of competition for
resources, particularly petroleum.
December S: 0-87586-419-8 $23.95
ebook: 0-87586-421-x

November S: 0-87586-422-8 $24.95
ebook: 0-87586-424-4

H: 0-87586-423-6 $32.95
312 pages.

October S: 0-87586-413-9 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-415-5

December S: 0-87586-425-2 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-427-9

H: 0-87586-414-7 $28.95
300 pages.

H: 0-87586-426-0 $28.95
280 pages.

Spring 2005
A BIRD IN THE BUSH—FAILED DOMESTIC POLICIES OF THE
GEORGE W. BUSH ADMINISTRATION
Dowling Campbell (Ed.)
In 8 studies by 20 eminent history and political science professors,
Bush's domestic policies come under fire, from taxes and jobs to the
environment, health care, abortion, welfare, women's rights, education and homeland security.
April S: 0-87586-340-x $22.95
H: 0-87586-341-8 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-342-6
300 pages.

April S: 0-87586-382-5 $23.95
ebook: 0-87586-384-1

H: 0-87586-383-3 $29.95
372 pages.

HOW DANGEROUS ARE THEY?
THE SUPREME COURT JUSTICES
Glenn Neal
The judicial activism of the Bush presidency amounts to a
bloodless coup. Citing specific Supreme Court cases and
direct quotes from the Justices themselves, the author illustrates the dangers of allowing this branch to increase its
powers at the expense of the Congress and the States.

THE KORAN HANDBOOK
AN ANNOTATED TRANSLATION
Nicolas A. Starkovsky
An original, erudite translation drawing on 40 different
Arab editions as well as Azeri, French, German and Russian
translations, this massive work makes the Koran accessible
and understandable in both its inner logic and its poetry,
and explains Sunni-ism, Shi’ism, Sufism and other branches.

U.S. IMMIGRATION LAWS UNDER THE THREAT OF
TERRORISM
Julie Farnam
An immigration specialist assesses policy changes since the
first bombing of the World Trade Center (1993) and since
9/11, discusses the impact on universities, businesses and
immigrants' family members, and comments on the future of
US immigration.

SEX, SPIES AND VIDEOTAPE
OUTING THE SENATOR
David O'Toole
Massachusetts’ great liberal Senator David L. Walsh was
destroyed in 1942 when he was falsely linked to a Nazi spy
nest in an episode mixing British imperial machinations,
homophobia and the silencing of the anti-war movement.

February S: 0-87586-388-4 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-390-6

March S: 0-87586-373-6
ebook: 0-87586-375-2

$21.95

H: 0-87586-389-2 $29.95
276 pages.

H: 0-87586-374-4 $27.95
216 pages.

KILLING FOR LAND IN EARLY CALIFORNIA
INDIAN BLOOD AT ROUND VALLEY
Frank H. Baumgardner
The California frontier wars gave land and gold to Whites
and reservations to the few surviving Native Americans.
Through eyewitness accounts this highly researched work
brings to light the graft, greed, and conflicting roles played
by the US Army, the State Legislature and the US Congress.
April S: 0-87586-364-7 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-366-3

H: 0-87586-365-5 $29.95
300 pages.

May S: 0-87586-376-0 $36
ebook: 0-87586-378-7

March S: 0-87586-385-x $21.95
ebook: 0-87586-387-6

H: 0-87586-377-9 $45
488 pages.

H: 0-87586-386-8 $27.95
278 pages.

THE UNITED NATIONS—WINNERS AND LOSERS
Donald Wells
Studying the roots and structure of the UN, the author highlights its achievements in addressing hunger, disease,
refugees, illiteracy and grinding poverty, and its failures,
showing why the UN functions the way it does, where its
weaknesses lie, why it seems so unsatisfactory, and the
effects of the U.S. veto power.
March S: 0-87586-361-2 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-363-9

H: 0-87586-362-0 $28.95
240 pages.

GENOCIDE: APPROACHES, CASE STUDIES AND RESPONSES
Graham C. Kinloch and Raj P. Mohan (Eds.)
Scholars comment on the factors that drive the horrific phenomenon of genocide and the conceptual and theoretical
issues surrounding it, from perspectives including those of
Germany, Israel, Italy, Zimbabwe and the United States.

YOUTH CULTURE AND THE GENERATION GAP
Gerhard Falk, EdD, and Ursula A. Falk, PsyD
Has today’s overwhelming emphasis on “youth culture”
widened the generation gap—or bridged it? Weighing the
competing influences of peers and parents, the authors discuss parent-child relations and how sex, slang, music,
cliques, gangs and reference groups play into identity issues.

ESSAYS IN SUBJECTIVITY, INDIVIDUALITY AND
AUTONOMY
Pedro Blas Gonzalez
Seven nuanced and sensitive essays draw readers on an
introspective journey with references to Camus, Cocteau,
Gabriel Marcel, Ortega, and Enrique Anderson.

AND THE WAR CAME—SLAVERY AND AMERICA
Donald Meyers
This detailed account of slavery, from Jamestown through
the Civil War, explains its economic importance (in the
North as well as the South), its impact on the political
dynamics of the Civil War, and the moral dilemmas it posed.

March S: 0-87586-379-5 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-381-7

March S: 0-87586-370-1 $21.95
ebook: 0-87586-372-8

updated
>>

THE FOLLY OF WAR
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 1898-2005
Donald E. Schmidt
This historical examination of American foreign policy in
the 20th century questions how we conduct wars, and how
we maintain the proud self assurance known as "American
exceptionalism."

H: 0-87586-380-9 $28.95
284 pages.

H: 0-87586-371-x $27.95
248 pages.

February S: 0-87586-367-1 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-369-8

February S: 0-87586-358-2 $22.95
ebook: 0-87586-360-4

H: 0-87586-368-x $29.95
300 pages.

H: 0-87586-359-0 $28.95
280 pages.

NO GREATER THREAT: AMERICA AFTER 9/11 AND THE RISE OF A NATIONAL SECURITY STATE by C. William Michaels
This review of the USA Patriot Act and what it means in practice has been updated to take account of the 9/11 Commission Report, the
Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 and other milestones.
February S: 0-87586-154-7 $29.95

H: 0-87586-155-5

$48.95

ebook: 0-87586-169-5 316 pages.

Fall 2004
THE GENE ILLUSION:

GENETIC RESEARCH IN PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY
UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
Jay Joseph
Family, twin and adoption studies are flawed by bias
and unsupported assumptions. A clinical psychologist
shows that genes may not be destiny, after all.
September S: 0-87586-343-4 $22.95 H: 0-87586-344-2 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-345-0
348 pages.

PIRATES AND PATRIOTS,

TALES OF THE DELAWARE COAST
Michael Morgan
A kaleidoscopic view of the men of the sea and the
beachfront tycoons who shaped Delaware and its role
in the development of America, in war, politics, and
business.
September S: 0-87586-337-x $21.95 H: 0-87586-338-8 $27.95
ebook: 0-87586-339-6
278 pages.

FINANCING HIGHER EDUCATION
IN A GLOBAL MARKET
S t e v e O . M i c h a e l , M a r k K r e t o v i c s ( Eds. )
Comparing the models by which higher education is funded
in the United States and seven other developed and developing countries, these chapters help identify effective financial strategies to meet fast-evolving demands.
December S: 0-87586-316-7 $29.95
H: 0-87586-317-5 $36.95
ebook: 0-87586-318-3
304 pages.

PECULIAR LIAISONS IN WAR, ESPIONAGE, AND
TERRORISM OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
John Craig
Surprising connections between historic leaders, assassins,
courtesans and spies, diplomats, military men, and eccentrics of
all kinds, including Gavrilo Princip, Mata Hari, JFK and bin
Laden, show history from a new angle; a special focus explores
links between terror groups known and less known.
October S: 0-87586-331-0 $23.95 H: 0-87586-332-9 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-333-7
380 pages.

A HISTORY OF RUSSIAN CHRISTIANITY

Z

VOL. 2 THE PATRIARCHAL AGE, PETER, THE SYNODAL SYSTEM
Daniel Shubin
This 3-volume work translates medieval chronicles and
church records to outline the main events, figures and eras
of Russian Christianity. Vol. 2 covers the institution of
the Russian Orthodox Patriarchate, the reforms of Peter
the Great, the Old Believers, and the Synodal system.
September S: 0-87586-346-9 $22.95 H: 0-87586-347-7 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-348-5
230 pages.

SIX DAYS IN APRIL: LINCOLN AND THE UNION IN PERIL

KENYA TODAY:
CHALLENGES IN POST-COLONIAL AFRICA

VIETNAM TRILOGY:
VETERANS AND POST TRAUMATIC STRESS

Frank B. Marcotte
Baltimore burned its bridges, isolating Washington at the
outset of the conflict between North and South. Here is the
riveting account of a contest between two cities and five
men at a turning point in history.
November S: 0-87586-313-2 $22.95 H: 0-87586-314-0 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-315-9
284 pages.

Ndirangu Mwaura
A scholar from Nairobi decontructs the ways in which aid
programs, trade, politics and imported culture are being
grafted onto the historical roots of African underdevelopment. Neither a Marxist nor an apologist for capitalism,
Mwaura shows neo-colonialism is still at work.
November S: 0-87586-319-1 $24.95 H: 0-87586-320-5 $32.95
ebook: 0-87586-321-3
324 pages.

Raymond M. Scurfield
An internationally recognized expert on war and post-traumatic stress therapy analyzes the Vietnam War’s psychological and social impact — and the implications for today’s
veterans — through the lens of his service in 1968 and two
return visits in 1989 and 2000.
November S: 0-87586-322-1 $22.95 H: 0-87586-323-x $29.95
e-book: 0-87586-324-8
276 pages.

LADY JANE, NINE DAYS QUEEN OF ENGLAND 1553

WORLD ECONOMIC HISTORICAL STATISTICS

James D. Taylor Jr.
Published information on Lady Jane is scant and contradictory; here, primary sources including Jane’s own letters
illustrate the drama of a young, intelligent and high-minded lady tossed to the lions by her kin.
October S: 0-87586-334-5 $21.95 H: 0-87586-335-3 $27.95
ebook: 0-87586-336-1
212 pages.

Carlos Sabillon
Sets of orderly and consistent economic statistics are presented for the whole 20th century and before, organized to facilitate comparisons, based on World Bank and earlier data — a
valuable resource for scholars and policy-makers.
September S: 0-87586-352-3 $26.95 H: 0-87586-353-1 $34.95
ebook: 0-87586-354-x
202 pages.

SACRED STONE: MENHIRS, DOLMENS AND
CIRCLES OF STONE

OPUS ULTIMUM:
THE STORY OF THE MOZART REQUIEM

Gary Varner
The author shares his love of nature lore, oral traditions,
folklore and religious structures and provides a sound
resource for the adventurer seeking spiritual, mythological
and historical inspiration, whether around Britain, the
USA or Europe.
November S: 0-87586-349-3 $21.95 H: 0-87586-350-7 $27.95
ebook: 0-87586-351-5
216 pages.

Daniel N. Leeson
The complex drama surrounding Mozart’s final days and his
noble Requiem is told here in a lyrical narrative style, relating the
events that secretly transformed an incomplete musical blueprint for what was only a part of a composition into what is
universally agreed to be one of humankind’s greatest treasures.
September S: 0-87586-328-0 $22.95 H: 0-87586-329-9 $28.95
202 pages.
ebook: 0-87586-330-2

A HISTORY OF HOMOSEXUALITY IN EUROPE, 1919-1939 Florence Tamagne
A seminal study of homosexuality in modern Europe. NOW AVAILABLE IN ONE VOLUME. September.

596 pages.
S: 0-87586-355-8 $39.95 H: 0-87586-356-6 $49.95 (2 vol. sold separately as S: 0-87586-252-7 + 0-87586-278-0, and H: 0-87586-253-5 + 0-87586-279-9)

Spring 2004
HAVING VISIONS: THE BOOK OF MORMON
TRANSLATED AND EXPOSED IN PLAIN ENGLISH

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS
AND THE PERSONAGES OF EARLIEST CHRISTIANITY

Susan Stansfield Wolverton
A historian and literary critic offers a plain language
translation of Joseph Smith's 1830 Testament and
Prophesy, and traces the bizarre history of the Mormon
religion.
April. S: 0-87586-308-6 $24.95 H: 0-87586-309-4 $32.95
ebook: 0-87586-310-8

Arthur E. Palumbo, Jr.
Who wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls? Paleographical dating has tended to downplay the Scrolls' importance and to distance them from the personages of earliest Christianity, but a carefully worked out theory based on radiocarbon dating and other tests connects Scroll allusions to personages and events in the
period from 37 BC to AD 71 and suggests a new view on how and why the
Romans crucified Jesus.
February S: 0-87586-296-9 $26.95
H: 0-87586-297-7 $33.95
ebook: 0-87586-298-5

A HISTORY OF HOMOSEXUALITY IN
EUROPE, Vol. 2

A CRISIS OF GOVERNANCE: ZIMBABWE
Jacob Chikuhwa

Florence Tamagne
The Roaring Twenties allowed a new tolerance of homosexuality in England, France and Germany - its brief heyday
before the Fascist backlash swept Europe. Volume 2 focuses on the decline, 1933-1945.
April. S: 0-87586-278-0 $28.95 H: 0-87586-279-9 $33.95
ebook: 0-87586-280-2

An internationally-trained African economic analyst studies this former British
colony's struggle to become a viable independent state. Problems range from
the need for constitutional reform to political patronage and a de facto oneparty democracy and the need for transparency in land reform, privatization,
and economic liberalization.
April. S: 0-87586-284-5 $28.95 H: 0-87586-285-3 $35.95
ebook: 0-87586-286-1

THE COCAINE WAR

PRACTICAL PACIFISM
Arthur Fiala

Belén Boville
A multifaceted analysis of the geopolitical interests behind
the drug war, the interplay between ecology, cocaine and
politics, and the danger this war poses to the political stability of weak democracies, human rights and development.
March. S: 0-87586-293-4 $22.95 H: 0-87586-294-2 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-295-0

THE HISTORY OF RUSSIAN CHRISTIANITY
FROM THE APOSTLE ANDREW TO THE MONGOL INVASION
Daniel Shubin
This history is intensive as well as objective, providing
fluency in the events, people and eras of Russian
Christianity, covering the higher levels of Church activity but saints and serfs, dissenters and sectarians as well.
(This is the first of four volumes.)
June. S: 0-87586-287-X $22.95 H: 0-87586-288-8 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-289-6

MARIE JAELL - A PASSION FOR THE PIANO
Cathérine Guichard
A biographical work about the world-renowned Alsatian
piano prodigy, composer, and influential teacher who personified the passion of the Romantic Age as it met
Modernism before the turn of the 20th century.
June. S: 0-87586-305-1 $21.95 H: 0-87586-306-X $26.95
ebook: 0-87586-307-8

The United States has a unique responsibility and opportunity to use
democracy to end war; but, after 9/11, many can no longer imagine pacifism in any form. Practical Pacifism argues for an approach to peace that
aims beyond religion toward a moral consensus that is developed pragmatically through dialogue aimed at overlapping consensus.
February. S: 0-87586-290-X $22.95 H: 0-87586-291-8 $28.95 ebook:
0-87586-292-6

THE CASE FOR THE LIVING WAGE
Jerold Waltman
This well-documented brief demonstrates that both poverty and excessive economic inequality are inimical to the maintenance of a healthy republic, and
notes that providing a living wage is not only fair, but is superior to any other
public policy such as cash transfers (or the Earned Income Tax Credit) in the
effort to fight poverty.
March. S: 0-87586-302-7 $22.95
H: 0-87586-303-5 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-304-3

FOOTPRINTS OF THE WELSH INDIANS AND SAILORS
OF THE PAST
William L. Traxel
17th-19th c. memoirs cite meetings with "White" Indians, and linguistic, archeological, and anthropological evidence from Alabama to
Kentucky suggest that Welshmen were among the first discoverers
and settlers of America.
May. S: 0-87586-299-3 $23.95
H: 0-87586-300-0 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-301-9

From the Classics Series
ECCE HOMO: HOW ONE BECOMES WHAT ONE IS and THE ANTI-CHRIST: A CURSE ON CHRISTIANITY
Friedrich Nietzsche . New translations by Thomas Wayne

Nietzsche at his provocative best. In these, two of his last works, he reviews his earlier works and his struggle with himself, and
delivers a sharp criticism of the Church (while not advocating the general abolition of Christianity), Wagner, and “modern man.”
February. S: 0-87586-281-0 $22.95 H: 0-87586-282-9 $29.95 ebook: 0-87586-283-7

Fall 2003
ISLAM, MUSLIMS AND AMERICA
Arshad Khan

"Rational, evenhanded, educated, and well-researched, the book
summarizes centuries of history culminating in the aftermath of
the September 11 attack, with an eye toward explaining the conscious and unconscious motivations behind individual and group
perceptions. Highly recommended." - Midwest Book Review
September, 276 pp
S: 0-87586-242-x $23.95 H: 0-87586-243-8 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-194-6

CONSPIRACY IN CAMELOT- A Complete History of
the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Assassination
Jerry Kroth

This complete and up-to-date synopsis of the assassination of JFK
(the actors, witnesses and investigators) weighs the different theories and looks at the drama as both a detective story and a defining
moment in American mass psychology. November, 500 pp
S: 0-87586-246-2 $33.00 H: 0-87586-247-0 $44.00
ebook: 0-87586-196-2
FEAR, ANGER AND FAILURE

HOW SOCIAL SECURITY PICKS YOUR POCKET

William Pfaff

Joseph Fried

Social Security is no bargain, but few Americans are aware of the
staggering waste and inequities built into the system. This easyto-read, opinionated and thoroughly documented book expands
the debate to the areas of disability abuse, fraud, and inequitable
benefit shifting. October, 228 pp
S: 0-87586-248-9 $23.95 H: 0-87586-249-7 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-197-0

For half a century Pfaff has analyzed world events for The
International Herald Tribune, the New Yorker and the rest
of us. This collection of his best recent pieces covers
September 11 and the divergent political and economic
directions the US and Europe have taken lately.
December, 268 pp
S: 0-87586-254-3 $22.95 H: 0-87586-255-1 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-200-4

A RHAPSODY OF LOVE AND SPIRITUALITY

HUNTING AND GATHERING IN THE CORPORATE
TRIBE

David Fekete

Explores the various facets of love: Platonic eros, Christian mysticism, friendship, religious ritual, and love as people experience it,
turning up startling ironies and paradoxes and, along the way,
some traditions we may find worth reclaiming. October, 248 pp
S: 0-87586-244-6 $22.95 H: 0-87586-245-4 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-195-4
TWISTED ROOTS: Latin America's Troubled History
Carlos Alberto Montaner

Examining the historical and cultural influences that have shaped
Latin America, this syndicated international journalist and author
suggests that they have made it into the most impoverished, unstable and backward region in the Western world."An indispensable
book." - Mario Vargas Llosa, December, 248 pp
S: 0-87586-260-8 $22.95 H: 0-87586-261-6 $26.95
ebook: 0-87586-203-9
FIRST PRINCIPLES
Donald Foy
Foy explores the differences between the foundations of modernism
and traditionalism, how those differences work, and what they mean
for our values and relationships: expectations within the family, how
we view science, and the qualities we hold as virtues. He shows that an
"updated traditional way of thinking" simply works better in some critical areas where modernism fails. December, 252 pp

S: 0-87586-258-6 $22.95 H: 0-87586-259-4 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-202-0

Three classics on electoral law, reissued:
ELECTORAL LAWS AND THEIR POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES
Edited by Bernard Grofman, University of California,
Irvine, and Arend Lijphart, University of California,
San Diego
Paper: 0-87586-074-5 - ebook: 0-87586-267-5

RACE AND REDISTRICTING IN THE 1990S
Edited by Bernard Grofman, University of
California, Irvine
Paper: 0-87586-262-4 - ebook: 0-87586-265-9

Keith Wilcock

A corporate anthropologist draws telling parallels between primitive tribal roles and life in today’s corporation, and shows how to
interpret and survive in that jungle. December, 244 pp
S: 0-87586-250-0 $23.95 H: 0-87586-251-9 $29.95
ebook: 0-87586-198-9
A HISTORY OF HOMOSEXUALITY: Europe between
the Wars, Vol. I
Florence Tamagne

Just crawling out from under the Victorian blanket, Europe was
devastated by a gruesome war that consumed the flower of its
youth. Tamagne dissects the strands of euphoria, rebellion, exploration, nostalgia and yearning, and the bonds forged at school and
on the battlefront, in a scholarly treatise charting the early days of
the homosexual and lesbian scene. January, 244 pp
S: 0-87586-252-7 $28.95 H: 0-87586-253-5 $33.95
ebook: 0-87586-199-7
EGYPT, THE TRUNK OF THE TREE VOL. II
Simson Najovits

Award-winning writer Najovits shares the joy and fascination of decoding the hints and signals emanating from ancient
Egypt that still illuminate civilization today. Volume II discusses Egypt's place in the history of religions and its possible influence on the founding of full-blown monotheism.
(Vol. I, Spring 2003, examined the contexts in which
Egyptian society arose.) November, 268 pp
S: 0-87586-256-x $23.95 H: 0-87586-257-8 $28.95
ebook: 0-87586-201-2
POLITICAL GERRYMANDERING AND THE COURTS
Edited by Bernard Grofman, University of California, Irvine
Paper: 0-87586-263-2 - ebook: 0-87586-266-7

Spring 2003
MYTHS OF THE FREE MARKET

ROCK-N-ROLL GOLD RUSH

Kenneth Friedman

Maury Dean
Professor, musician, songwriter and recording studio executive

What happens when the rich get far, far richer? Laissez faire has
moved us from democracy to corporatism, replacing integrity and
values with a focus on “filling our bellies.” How about humanism,
for a change? This comprehensive critique has important practical
implications for investors, educators and voters. June, 276 pp
S: 0-87586-223-3 $24.95 H: 0-87586-224-1 $30.95

This monster Rock-n-Roll survey focuses on the songs and
the vibrant personalities who create them, for college audiences and the general public. Dean published the first history
of Rock in 1966. March, 728 pp
S: 0-87586-207-1 $58.00 H: 0-87586-208-X $80.00

HEMP - AMERICAN HISTORY REVISITED
FROM VITAL RESOURCE TO CONTENTIOUS WEED

ATHEISM AS A POSITIVE SOCIAL FORCE

Robert Deitch

Recent disasters have raised new questions concerning the role of
religion in society. Converse does not oppose religion per se; he
outlines the growth of religion from a modern historical perspective and shows how atheism can be applied as a positive alternative in facing everyday problems. March, 244 pp
S: 0-87586-211-X $20.95 H: 0-87586-212-8 $28.95

Who put the Hemp in Hempstead? Before the cotton gin, hemp
was King. This colorful socio-economic history clears the smoke
obscuring hemp’s role in battles between Crown and Colony,
North & South, the marijuana lobby and their foes. May, 228 pp
S: 0-87586-205-5 $23.95 H: 0-87586-206-3 $29.95
ENGINEERING COMMUNIST CHINA:
TRIUMPHS AND PREVARICATIONS
Youli Sun

Coming of age along with Communist China, a bright, educated
young engineer represented its elite base of support. The author, a
historian, follows him through those tumultuous years, from total
commitment to political prison. June, 248 pp
S: 0-87586-240-3 $22.95 H: 0-87586-241-1 $28.95
THE BLOOD OF THE SERPENT: MEXICAN LIVES

Raymond W. Converse

THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA
Thomas Wayne, PhD, trans.

Nietzsche’s classic on the Superman, in a new, more accurate and
more acute translation, recaptures his wordplay, emotional color
and mock-Biblical tone, his boyish malice, cracked aphorisms,
academic irreverence and gutter rhymes. March, 268 pp
S: 0-87586-209-8 $22.95 H: 0-87586-210-1 $28.95
THE UNFINISHED WAR: KOREA AND THEREAFTER
Bong K. Lee, PhD

Inside Mexico - a historian and talented writer provides a comprehensive view of the history and culture, with throbbing scenes of contemporary life at all levels and in all regions. May, 312 pp
S: 0-87586-215-2 $22.95 H: 0-87586-216-0 $28.95

Are we heading for a new Korean War? Lee presents the history, the
current situation, and US involvement, drawing on 25 years in the
US and Asia with the Ford Foundation, the UN and the Asian
Development Bank, using recently de-classified documents and personal accounts from North and South Koreans. May, 292 pp
S: 0-87586-217-9 $24.95 H: 0-87586-218-7 $30.95

ENVIRONMENTAL MAFIA

THE GOD WHO COMES: DIONYSIAN MYSTERIES RECLAIMED

Robert Stout

Richard O’Leary
Can we cherish the environment, and rights, too? When eco-activists
get the upper hand, strange things can happen - especially if government or corporate interests are behind them. Studies a wide range of
specific cases and the politics, tactics, social, economic and quasi-religious aspects of environmentalism today. June, 252 pp

S: 0-87586-220-9 $23.95 H: 0-87586-159-8 $29.95
REASON IN REVOLT:
DIALECTICAL PHILOSOPHY AND MODERN SCIENCE, VOL. II
Ted Grant, Alan Woods

Two of Britain's deans of socialist thought consider the philosophical writings of Marx and Engels in the light of recent advances in
the sciences. The authors have written a dozen books; this is Vol.
II of a work that is already a hit in ten countries. February, 248 pp
S: 0-87586-239-X $22.95 H: 0-87586-158-X $28.95

Rosemarie Taylor-Perry

The mystical, ecstatic religions of the Greco-Roman culture, direct
threats to the newer Judeo-Christian movements, were obliterated.
Here is a thorough description of the Eleusian mysteries, and traces
of cultural conflicts at the root of Kosher law and other religious
prescriptions that are still with us today. July, 212 pp
S: 0-87586-213-6 $19.95 H: 0-87586-214-4 $26.95
EGYPT, TRUNK OF THE TREE:
A MODERN SURVEY OF AN ANCIENT LAND, VOL. I
Simson Najovits

An award-winning writer and international journalist leads
the general reader through ancient Egypt, exploring the maze
of facts and fantasies, and examines Egypt’s place in the history of religion and monotheism in particular. July, 316 pp
S: 0-87586-221-7 $24.95 H: 0-87586-222-5 $29.95

CONSTITUTION MAKING:
CONFLICT AND CONSENSUS IN THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787

WORLD ACCUMULATION 1492-1789

Calvin C. Jillson, Assoc. Prof. Poli Sci, Univ. Colorado

“One of the most productive, stimulating and incisive analysts...”
-Immanuel Wallerstein, 1978
“Studies cycles in capital accumulation, expansion and crisis.”
-Journal of Modern History, 1978
Re-issued February 2003. 316 pp Soft: 0-87586-204-7 $22.95

“Clearly the most technically sophisticated analysis of the
Constitutional Convention” - William and Mary Quarterly, 10/89
Re-issued February 2003. 242 pp
S: 0-87586-082-6 $29.95 H: 0-87586-081-8 $48.95

Andre Gunder Frank

Fall 2002

NO GREATER THREAT
AMERICA AFTER SEPTEMBER 11, AND THE
RISE OF A NATIONAL SECURITY STATE

C. WILLIAM MICHAELS
Algora

NO GREATER THREAT:
AMERICAN AFTER SEPTEMBER 11 AND THE RISE OF A
NATIONAL SECURITY STATE

THE AMERICAN CIVILIZATION PORTRAYED
IN ANCIENT CONFUCIANISM

C. William Michaels

This highly accomplished macro-economics academic
opens tantalizing new perspectives on the American
civilization by examining it through the lens of ancient
Confucianism. December, 246 pp
S: 0-87586-162-8 $21.95 H: 0-87586-163-6 $28.95

A pertinent analysis of the "USA Patriot Act," based on
meticulous legal research and straight talk, points to
America's ominous evolution into a national security state.
September, 364 pp
S: 0-87586-154-7 $29.95 H: 0-87586-155-5 $48.95
REASON IN REVOLT:
DIALECTICAL PHILOSOPHY AND MODERN SCIENCE
Ted Grant, Alan Woods

Dedicated to Engels’ centenary, the book reasserts the
dialectical philosophy using the most important scientific
discoveries of the 20th century. With a foreword by Eric
Lerner, author of The Big Bang Never Happened.
September, 244 pp
S: 0-87586-156-3 $21.95 H: 0-87586-157-1 $28.95

Wei-bin Zhang

SYNCHRONIZED CHRONOLOGY:
RETHINKING ANCIENT HISTORY
Roger Henry

A revolutionary perspective on the Egyptian dynasties
allows for correlation with Biblical chronology and
classical history - clearing up nagging discrepancies
between the findings of archaeology and the assertions
of history. October, 280 pp
S: 0-87586-191-1 $24.95 H: 0-87586-192-X $31.95

THE SHAKESPEARE GAME THE MYSTERY OF THE GREAT PHOENIX

RHAPSODY IN RED
HOW CLASSICAL MUSIC BECAME CHINESE

Ilya Gililov

Sheila Melvin, Jindong Cai

Gililov, Secretary of the Russian Academy of Sciences’
Shakespeare Committee, sets out in intricate detective-novel
detail why he believes the fifth Earl of Rutland and his wife
actually wrote Shakespeare's work. January, 400 pp
S: 0-87586-181-4 $29.95 H: 0-87586-182-2 $48.95

Inspiring history of the musicians, composers, and conductors who fostered Western classical music in China,
written by a WSJ, NYT, IHT journalist and an internationally known conductor. December, 248 pp
S: 0-87586-179-2 $22.95 H: 0-87586-180-5 $29.95

WASHINGTON DIPLOMACY
INTERVIEWS WITH 60 PEOPLE OF WORLD INFLUENCE
John Shaw

Introduction by Sen. Chuck Hagel
60+ interviews from the Washington Diplomat give insights
into the forces intersecting and reflecting in the world
today. October, 300 pp
S: 0-87586-160-1 $22.95 H: 0-87586-161-X $29.95

COLLEGE ATTRITION AT AMERICAN RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES:
COMPARATIVE CASE STUDIES
Joseph C. Hermanowicz

Why do some colleges exhibit higher student attrition than expected? This is
the first work to present case studies based on specific institutions; it also
adds an important voice from the students themselves on the practical concerns that affect attrition. November, 120 pp
Soft: 0-87586-189-X $21.95
Hard: 0-87586-190-3 $29.95

EATING THE ASHES SEEKING REHABILITATION WITHIN THE US PENAL SYSTEM
Veronica Compton

Serving a life sentence, Compton has experienced some
of the best and worst of correctional theory and practice. In this study, she relates heart-rending images of
lives in disarray and describes programs that have been
successful in producing rehabilitation. October, 228 pp
S: 0-87586-164-4 $21.95 H: 0-87586-165-2 $28.95

From Agathon Press,
an imprint of Algora Publishing:
THE INFORMED VISION
ESSAYS ON LEARNING AND HUMAN NATURE
David Hawkins

An education classic is back in print. 15 seminal
essays explore how children develop their understanding of the world around them.
September, 248 pp
Soft: 0-87586-177-6 $32.95
Hard: 0-87586-178-4 $48.95

Spring 2002

T HE O THER F ACE OF P UBLIC TV
Censoring the American Dream

ROGER P. SMITH

THE OTHER FACE OF PUBLIC TELEVISION:
CHOKING THE AMERICAN DREAM
Roger P. Smith
Veteran TV writer-producer shows how government
and corporate interference have robbed the public of
television worth watching.
February, 316 pp
S: 1-892941-82-1 $22.95 H: 1-892941-83-X $29.95

Algora

A PHILOSOPHY OF WAR

ALEXANDER MOSELEY
Algora

EMPRESS DOWAGER CIXI

Fo

u

GEORGE STEPHENS

Alexander Moseley

EMPRESS DOWAGER CIXI
Delicacy and subtlety - and subterfuge - are inestimable
assets, as proven by this woman who rose from
Emperor’s concubine to the most influential Empress
of China, ruthlessly sidelining scores of pretendents.
April, 224 pp
S: 1-892941-88-0 $21.95 H: 1-892941-89-9 $28.95

Algora

Marcel Mitrasca

The accords that ended WW I recognized Romanian
sovereignty over Bassarabia (Moldova). How did the
Soviet Union pinch a whole province for itself? The
facts are found in Japan’s national archives.
May, 440 pp
S: 1-892941-86-4 $33 H: 1-892941-87-2 $45

THE STREET SAINT: AMBULANCE TO HELL
Chuck Purdy

A paramedic declares an emergency in our nation’s trauma care
system, and cries for help. June, 348 pp
Soft: 1-892941-80-5 $22.95
Hard: 1-892941-81-3 $29.95

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
Jennifer Furio

George W. just wants to kill’em. But wasn’t America built on the idea
of a second chance . . . and redemption? June, 248 pp
Soft: 1-892941-74-0 $19.95
Hard: 1-892941-75-9 $26.95

Compares the thought upon which American
democracy was founded and the contortions of the
Supreme Court throughout much of the 20th century.
March, 246 pp
S: 1-892941-96-1 $21.95 H: 1-892941-97-X $28.95

William Strabala, Michael Palecek

PROPHETS WITHOUT HONOR
A REQUIEM FOR MORAL PATRIOTISM

WILLIAM M. STRABALA
MICHAEL J. PALECEK
Algora

MIKHAIL BAKUNIN:
THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF
HIS THEORY OF ANARCHISM

PAUL MCLAUGHLIN
Algora

MOLDOVA: A ROMANIAN PROVINCE UNDER
RUSSIAN RULE
Diplomatic History from the Archives of the Great Powers

George M. Stephens

PROPHETS WITHOUT HONOR:
A REQUIEM FOR MORAL PATRIOTISM

A PHILOSOPHY OF WAR
Primitive war is surrounded by rituals in which all
aspects of war are accompanied by magic and taboos,
rules, and rites. Interestingly, the civilization of man
does not diminish the need for such rituals.
The book provides an innovative examination of war
from a multidisciplinary perspective.
April, 244 pp
S: 1-892941-94-5 $21.95 H: 1-892941-95-3 $28.95

LOCKE, JEFFERSON, AND THE JUSTICES:
FOUNDATIONS AND FAILURES OF THE US GOVERNMENT
Preface by Newt Gingrich

Algora

X.L.Woo

X. L. WOO
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“Radical priests” laid it on the line, challenging governments, corporations, and the Church. Some were
jailed; some were killed. Personal accounts tell why
they had to do it and why the power structures including the Church - fought so hard to stop them.
March, 380 pp
S: 1-892941-98-8 $23.95 H: 1-892941-99-6 $29.95
MIKHAIL BAKUNIN:
THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF HIS THEORY OF ANARCHISM
Paul McLaughlin

A first English-language philosophical treatment of
Bakunin, this book counters academic orthodoxy on him
and, to some extent, anarchy in general; it is also a
defense of this Russian revolutionary against Marxist and
liberal scholarship.
April, 248 pp
S: 1-892941-84-8 $22.95 H: 1-892941-85-6 $29.95

THE MORGENTHAU PLAN:
SOVIET INFLUENCE ON AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
John Dietrich

Was this devastating post-war policy “economic
idiocy” or intentional destruction of Germany? Why
was it finally rejected and swept under the carpet?
May, 248 pp
S: 1-892941-90-2 $21.95 H: 1-892941-91-0 $28.95

New from Agathon Press,
an imprint of Algora Publishing:
RE-DESIGN OF ELECTORAL LAWS:
EVIDENCE FROM THE NORDIC COUNTRIES
Arend Lijphart, Bernard Grofman

Some elections work better than others. This
scholarly analysis compares the evolution of
electoral law in 5 nations - the history and political
maneuvering, and the consequences.
June, 316 pp
Soft : 0-87586-138-5 $40
Hard: 0-87586-139-3 $80

Fall 2001
THE NEW COMMONWEALTH
From Bureaucratic Corporatism to Socialist Capitalism
Claudiu A. Secara
“Russia will compromise both models—the old communist
orthodoxy and casino capitalism— then it can become the
dominant power in a Eurasian commonwealth within a
new world order quite different from what most Americans
imagine.” — Booklist

GRAND FORTUNES
Dynasties of Wealth in France

SOUL SNATCHERS:
The Mechanics of Cults

A PASSION FOR DEMOCRACY:
Benjamin Constant

Jean-Marie Abgrall

Tzvetan Todorov

Abgrall, a practicing psychiatrist and professional criminologist, has spent 15 years researching cult phenomena. Well
organized and readable.
This book is recommended for public and academic
libraries. — Library Journal

“A delightfully subtle and humane exploration of Constant
the diarist, novelist, psychologist, political theorist
and man.” — S. Holmes, Princeton University
“A concise, vigorous analysis . . . of the first French analyst
of democracy.” — Publishers Weekly

THE TYRANNY OF PLEASURE

TIME & EGO
Judeo-Christian Egotheism and the Anglo-Saxon
Industrial Revolution

Jean-Claude Guillebaud

“This provocative book stands our Sixties’ liberation on its
head, taking an inventory of its
unintended side-effects.
No, liberty has not made us happy. ” — Le Nouvel

POST-SOVIET EUROSLAVIA
Claudiu A. Secara

Out of a roughly 700 million population, the new Eurasian
Community has approximately 180 million Russianspeakers and 360 million who speak a Slavic language: a
simple majority. The book examines pink Panslavism’s bid
to reign in a sovereign Euroslavia.

Michel Pinçon, Monique PinçonCharlot

“How do the ‘rich’ fare in times of crisis? Secret and
astonishingly interdependent, the grand fortunes form
a would of their own . . .” — La Croix

Claudiu A. Secara

The first question of abstract reflection that arouses
controversy is the problem of Becoming. Being persists,
beings constantly change; they are born and they pass
away. How can Being change and yet be eternal? The
quest for the logical and experimental answer
has just taken off.
EURO ERROR
Jean-Jacques Rosa

“The European Superstate makes Jean-Jacques Rosa
mad, for two reasons. His argument is intriguing: the
21st century will see the fragmentation of the U.S., not
the unification of Europe.”
— L’Express

THE GEOPOLITICS OF CHAOS

EUROPEAN MISUNDERSTANDING

Ignacio Ramonet

André Gauron

Director of Le Monde Diplomatique, the author presents an
original, discriminating and lucid political matrix for
understanding what he calls the “current disorder of the
world” in terms of Internationalization, Cyberculture and
Political Chaos.

“Advisor to PM Jospin, this author paints a picture
of the ‘chaotic’ march toward European Union – a
story in which ‘the people’ are sadly missing.
Gauron invites the people of Europe to come to center stage; but are we condemned, as with Beckett, to
wait indefinitely?”
— Le Monde

FRENCH CONNECTIONS:
The Secret History of Networks of Influence
Sophie Coignard & Marie-Thérèse Guichard
“Blowing the Whistle on the French ‘Omerta’.”
— International Herald Tribune

PLANE TRUTH

Carl A. Davies
“Raises new questions about corporate and tribal loyalties, structural
engineering, and money and politics, in a credible scenario that
makes my flesh creep. . . I think I’ll take a train, next time. Or walk.”
- Western Review
“Takes us around the world and finds treasure under stones that had
been left unturned After reading these ‘travels with Carl,’ (or is he
Sherlock Holmes?), my own life seems very flat.”
- Book Addicts
1-892941-57-0; January; $22.95 soft cover, 288 pp
LETTERS FROM PRISON:
Voices of Women Murderers

Jennifer Furio
Written by incarcerated
women, these incredibly personal, surprisingly honest letters shed light on their lives,
their crimes and the mitigating circumstances. Author Jennifer Furio, a prison
reform activist, subtly reveals the biases if the criminal justice system
and the media. The words of these women haunt and transfix even
the most skeptical reader.
1-892941-59-7; February
$16.95 soft cover, 244 pp

JOURNEY TO THE HEART OF
CUBA

Carlos Alberto Montaner
This is the story of the Cuban
Revolution and what caused it, the
psychology of its protagonists, and a
critical assessment of its results, by a
Cuban-born journalist, author and
professor residing in Spain.
In a disquieting epilogue, the author
dares to predict what will happen in
Cuba when Castro is gone.
1-892941-61-9; February
$22.95 soft cover, 296 pp

TERRIBLE TSARINAS

Henri Troyat
Five “full-blooded
women” had a chance
to rule Russia. How did
it happen, and how did
they do?
“In today’s debates
about male-female parity, much goes unsaid.
Troyat’s book brings
back the past, when
women really had
political power. An
excellent read!”
- Le Monde des livres
“. . . light and flamboyant, a realistic and fascinating portrait of
these loose women disguised as
rulers.”
- Le Figaro littéraire
1-892941-54-6; April
$18.95 soft cover, 280 pp

COPING WITH FREEDOM

Chantal Thomas

Chantal Thomas
40 million American women of marriageable age are
single. This approachable essay addresses many of
their concerns in a profound and delightful way.
Inspired by the author’s own experiences as well as
by 18th century philosophers, and literary and historical references, it offers insights and the courage to
help us revel in the game of life, the delight of reading, the art of the journey, and the right to say “no” to
chains of obligations and family.
1-892941-60-0; April;

$14.95 soft cover, 160 pp
REFOUNDING THE WORLD
- A Western Testament

Coping with Freedom

Jean-Claude Guillebaud
“[Top French writer] Guillebaud leads the search for the Greek, Jewish and
Christian roots of our fundamental Western values. . . an erudite and frank
analysis of the perverse trends that undermine morality today and calls for
a revolution in thinking.” - Christian Family
“Against uncompromising liberalism and scientism, . . . analyzes the sad
misadventures of an era dominated by the sacrosanct ‘Market,’ which is
destroying our heritage and the very foundation of civilization.”- Le Monde
“Ambitious, and won’t let you down.” - Le Monde diplomatique
1-892941-55-4; February; $24.95 soft cover, 300 pp

THE NEW PREDATOR: WOMEN WHO KILL
Dr. Deborah Schurman-Kauflin
The first book ever based on face-to-face interviews with women serial killers. Profiles
women who kill, and their crime scenes.
"I never understood my capacity for compassion until I started killing,"
- a female convicted of 5 murders.
ISBN 1-892941-58-9; available
$22.95 soft cover, 240 pp
HEALING OR STEALING

Medical Charlatans
in the New Age
Dr. Jean-Marie Abgrall
Author of the highly successful
Soul Snatchers: The Mechanics of Cults
(Algora, 1999), Abgrall is one of the world's top experts
on cults and the pseudo health movements that prey upon people in need.
A practicing psychiatrist and criminologist, he won a major court case
against the Scientologists. "So-called alternative medicine
sometimes crosses the line and becomes pure crookery. Dr. Abgrall warns against the veil of silence
that protects those who make money on mental manipulation." - Medical Daily
ISBN 1-892941-51-1; available $21.95 soft cover, 244 pp

DISINFORMATION
The U.S. Multinationals at War
Against Europe
Remi Kauffer
The techniques honed during the Cold War are
now weapons in a merciless industrial and commercial struggle between the U. S. and Europe.
Boeing and Airbus, the oil companies, and the
medical industries are just three of the
major theaters of operation. . .
His analysis is shocking, and well-documented.
- La Tribune
ISBN 1-892941-50-3; available
$22.95 soft cover, 300 pp

DECONSTRUCTING PIERRE
BOURDIEU
Against Sociological Terrorism
from the Left
Jeannine Verdes-Leroux

RUSSIAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
Volume I: The Early Days
Vladimir Plougin

World-famous in sociology and philosophy circles, Pierre Bourdieu has
been untouchable - until now.
Author Verdes-Lerroux paints a
highly charged portrait, denouncing
his militancy, hypocrisy, elitism and
shallowness.

Best-selling author Vladimir Plougin is a professor at Moscow State University, where he
specializes in medieval Russia; this is his
fourth book. Drawn from ancient chronicles
and preserved documents from Russia, Greece,
Byzantium and the Vatican library - Russia's
past is unearthed and examined.

Witty, sharp and rigorous, the author gives ammunition
against Clinton-style mumbo-jumbo. If you hate Clinton,
you will love this book
ISBN 1-892941-53-8; available $16.95 soft cover, 220 pp

Also Available:
RACE AND REDISTRIBUTING IN THE 1990s
ISBN 087586-123-7, c. 416 pages, $39.00
Edited by Bernard Grofman, University of California, Irvine
LAWMAKING BY INITIATIVE: ISSUES, OPTIONS AND
COMPARISONS
ISBN 087586-120-2, 280 pages, $30.00
Philip L. Dubois, University of Wyoming
Floyd Feeney, University of California, Davis

ISBN 1-892941-52-x;
$21.95 soft cover, 240 pp

THE TEMPTATION OF
INNOCENCE
Living in the Age of Entitlement
Pascal Bruckner
Awarded the prestigious Medici Prize
for Essays.
“A handbook on how to live right, an
antidote for today's Prozac society.”
- L'Express
ISBN 1-892941-56-2; available

$19.95 soft cover, 300 pp

THE END OF REVOLUTION
A 20-year CNN correspondent, the author covered issues
throughout the world. This book
presents the 90’s dramatic call
from Moscow to the jungles of the
Amazon for the armed struggle to
stop. The End of History? No, the
End of the Workers’ Revolution.
September, 236 pp
Soft: 1-892941-66-X $22.95
Hard: 1-892941-67-8 $28.95

THE ORCHESTRATION OF
JOY AND SUFFERING

DEATH AND LIFE

Frida Ghitis

Paul Fairfield
An erudite reflection that strikes home
as baby-boomers watch their parents fade
and find it hard to go on ignoring the
reality of death especially
DEATH AND LIFE
our own.
October; 214 pp
Soft: 1-89294172-4; $19.95
Hard: 1-89294173-2; $26.95

Understanding Chronic Addiction
Dr. Corinne F. Gerwe
Algora

THE ORCHESTRATION
OF JOY AND SUFFERING:
Understanding Chronic
Addiction

PAUL FAIRFIELD
Algora

TEAM KILLERS
A Comparative Study of
Collaborative Criminals

Corinne F. Gerwe, PhD,

TEAM KILLERS:
A Comparative Study of
Collaborative Criminals

Clinical Addiction Specialist
Explores the link between intense
childhood experiences, persistent behaviors and
chronic addiction; outlines a novel treatment
methodology. Elegant and heart-wrenching.
September; 300 pp
Soft: 1-892941-64-3 $21.95
Hard: 1-892941-65-1 $28.95

Jennifer Furio

JENNIFER FURIO
Algora

An eerie study of what
drives (or allows) people to
kill in a team setting, even
when they had no criminal
history on their own.
September; 268 pp
Soft: 1-892941-62-7 $19.95
Hard: 1-892941-63-5 $26.95

THE SPIRIT
OF ANCIENT EGYPT

THE SPIRIT OF ANCIENT EGYPT

Ana Ruiz
MYSTIC CHORDS:
Mysticism and Psychology in
Popular Music

Soni Manish
Explores the roots of
Rock’n’Roll in the primal
source from which dreams,
mythology, folk traditions
and poetic insight arise.
November; 224 pp
Soft: 1-892941-70-8 $19.95
Hard: 1-892941-71-6 $26.95

MYSTIC CHORDS
Mysticism and Psychology in
Popular Music

MANISH SONI
Algora

CIVILIZATION'S QUOTATIONS: Life’s Idea

A mosaic of details and
charming tales, an
intriguing portrait of
Robert Marshall
life in one of the
A New Jersey death-row inmate
oldest of civilizations.
refutes his accusers
September; 224 pp
and the movie they made (Blind
Soft: 1-892941-68-6
Faith) about his case, and
$21.95
questions the death penalty.
Hard: 1-892941-69-4
November; 244 pp
$28.95
Soft : 1-892941-78-3 $22.95
Hard: 1-892941-79-1 $28.95
TUNNEL VISION

ANA RUIZ
Algora

Definitive volumes from Agathon Press,
now an imprint of Algora Publishing:

Richard Alan Krieger
Insightful collection of wisdom from the greats throughout the history. Stranded on the desert isle of life? Better
have this book on hand.
October, 240 pp
Soft : 1-892941-76-7 $22.95
Hard: 1-892941-77-5 $28.95

THE FINANCE OF HIGHER EDUCATION:
THEORY, RESEARCH, POLICY & PRACTICE

Michael B. Paulsen, Ed.
October; 600 pp. Soft: 0-87586-135-0 $48.00
Hard: 0-87586-134-2 $80.00
HIGHER EDUCATION HANDBOOK OF
THEORY AND RESEARCH, vol. XVII

John C. Smart, Ed.
Feb. 2002; 600 pp. Soft: 0-87586-137-7 $36.00
Hard: 0-87586-136-9 $80.00

VICE AND VIRTUE
Paul Lombard
From the courtesans of Versailles to the back halls of Chirac’s government, from
Danton — revealed to have been a paid agent for England — to the shady
bankers of Mitterand’s era, from the buddies of Mazarin to the builders of the
Panama Canal, Paul Lombard unearths the secrets of the corridors of power.
ISBN 1-892941-08-2 ; available
$22.95 soft cover, 340 pp
DOLLARS for TERROR:

The United States and Islam
Richard Labévière
Are the United States and their Saudi allies sponsoring and financing the
radical Islamists? Labévière uncovers the money-laundering, the organized crime
and the interlocking world of business and politics that fuel the terrorists. The central nerve of Islam, he states, is not religion — it is money.
ISBN 1-892941-06-6; available
$24.95 soft cover, 440 pp

WHAT GOOD ARE INTELLECTUALS?
44 Writers Share their Thoughts
Nadine Gordimer
Ivan Klima
Arthur Miller
Czeslaw Milosz
Joyce Carol Oates
Cynthia Ozick
Octavio Paz
Salman Rushdie
Susan Sontag
William Styron
Mario Vargas Llosa

Romanian
Rhapsody

ISBN 1-892941-08-2 ;

photos: Ferrante Ferranti

$22.95 soft cover, 300 pp

ROMANIAN RHAPSODY
Dominique Fernandez & Ferrante
Ferranti (photos)
Renowned French travel writer Dominique
Fernandez and top photographer Ferrante
Ferranti head out in four long journeys over a 6year span, uncovering a tantalizing blend of
German efficiency and Latin nonchalance, French
literature and Gypsy music, Western rationalism
and Oriental mysteries.
ISBN 1-892941-11-2
available
$25.95 soft cover,
280 pp

Philippe Trétiack

Are You AgitØ?

Algora

ELECTORAL LAWS AND THEIR POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES
Edited by Bernard Grofman, University of California, Irvine,
and Arend Lijphart, University of California, San Diego
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS AND THE NEW INSTITUTIONALISM
Edited by Bernard Grofman, University of California, Irvine,
and Donald Wittman, University of California, Santa Cruz
POLITICAL GERRYMANDERING AND THE COURTS
Edited by Bernard Grofman, University of California, Irvine

Dominique Fernandez

TREATISE ON EVERYDAY AGITATION
Philipe Tretiack
A savvy paean to today’s frenetic global culture, a user’s guide to life in the Fast Lane.
ISBN 1-892941-09-0; available

$16.95 soft cover, 244 pp

A Treatise on
Everyday

Agitation
Algora Publishing

CONGRESS AND POLICY CHANGE
edited by Gerald C. Wright, Jr.,
Leroy N. Rieselbach, Indiana University,
and Lawrence C. Dodd, University of Colorado
CONSTITUTION MAKING:
Conflict and Consensus in the Federal Convention of 1787
Calvin C. Jillson, University of Colorado
CROSSROADS OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
The ICPSR 25th Anniversary Volume
Edited by Heinz Eulau, Stanford University
POLITICS IN CONTEXT:
Assimilation and Conflict in Urban Neighborhoods
Robert Huckfeldt, Indiana University

CULTURE, STRUCTURE, OR CHOICE?
Essays in the Interpretation of the British Experience
Paul V. Warwick, Simon Fraser University, British Columbia
Foreword by Harry Eckstein, University of California, Irvine
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND ELECTORAL OUTCOMES:
The United States and Western Europe
Edited by Heinz Eulau, Stanford University,
and Michael Lewis-Beck, University of Iowa
THE POLITICAL PROCESS AND ECONOMIC CHANGE
edited by Kristen R. Monroe, University of California, Irvine
POLITICAL SCIENCE: THE SCIENCE OF POLITICS
Edited by Herbert F. Weisberg, The Ohio State University
(Published in cooperation with the American Political Science Association)

